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"The Sea Wolf,'-'t One of the Most Fascinqting Stories Ever Written, Begins in This Issue. ---Read the Opening Chapters and You '11 Riad All.




siuRRAY Kr.ryTtieltir, THURSDAY, APRIL r, INS Pin YBAR
BRAVES COUNTY
the sole survivor of all who held
the trust of the people in Stew-
art county in the days when some
MAN MURDERED 
of.those who helped to organize
the county were still living, he
must needs
"Feel like one
Mayiteld, 'Ky., April 24—With
his skull crushed and the body
terribly butchered the remains
of W. T. McAllister were found
at his home two and one-half
miles north of Water Valley Sat-
urday morning by neighbors who
had missed and instituted search
for him. Mr. McAllister was 56
years old and lived alone on a
Wm. Helhacl evidently been
murdered several days previous,
as the body was swollenlind had
begun to decay. -
A coroner's jury, Magistrate
-Pewitt presiding, decided that
McAllister had come to his death
at the hands of a murderer un-
known to them. Dr. Bard, of
Water Valley, after viewtng the
remains, also announced that ev-
# erenyindication pointed to murd -
, The mystery created a great
- - Sensation in---the Water--Valley
section and every effort is being
made to solve it and capture the
guilty party or parties. Rela-
tives of the deceased have offer-
ed a reward of 825 for the arrest
and conviction of the murderer
is or murderers.
Owing to the swollen condi-
tion of the a coffin large
enough- watt 
, wi
urray, now located in 
Harlan,ll be candidate for elector
•t
the remains w re placed in a
wooden box and interred at
Camp Beuaregard graveyard
early Sunday morning.
The deceased leaves three bro-
d_NI there, John anDock. of near




the coming democratic state con-
vention according to the follow-
ing item clipped from the Louis-(
ville Times of recent date:
"Friends of Zeb A. Stewart,
of Harlan,- have started a boom
for him for democratic elector
from the Eleventh district and
it is probable that he will be a
candidate When - the state con-'
am the-Eleventh district before
Mayfield, Ky., April 23.—El-
der John M. Perkins, aged 69, a
minister for forty year and for-
merly publisher of the Gospel
lews, a religious paper of the
Primitive Baptist church, died
at his home three miles north-
west of here Thursday night of
last week of heart trouble. -De-
teased was sitting in the midst
of his family when he collapsed.
New Questisiitaised.
Harrodsbure has. asked the
state road department for state
!
aid in the construction of a city'
street. This raises a new ques-
tion in the road problem of the
state which will be submitted to,
the attorney general. Since city
tax-payers are taxed for the
road fund, the questicn is a per-
tinent one. •
DOVER COURIER SPEAKS HIGH-
LY OF SEXTON OIS' KINSMAN
Who treads alone some banquet,
hall deserted,
Whose lights are fled,
Whose garlands dead,
And all but he departed."
Mass of Cold awl Silver Discovered.
Paducah, Ky., April 20.—John
Hysmith, a fisherman who dred-
gee for mussels in the lower Oh-
10, yesterday brought into Me-
ropolis a peculiar and probably
valuable find. It was a mass of
gold and silver, apparently melt-
ed and run together, which he
picked up on the river bed while
fishing. It is believed that the
mass, which will weigh about
ten pounds, is some gold and sil-
ver money lost when several fed-
eral gunboats were sunk near
Johnsonville, Tenn.,- in the elyil
'war.
1 
The point at which the metal
was found was just below John-
- -Hysmith has put the
'find on exhibit and says he in-
tends to keep it, although the
-monetary value its considerable.
Zeb Wants to be Elector.
Zeb A. Stewart, formerly: of
vention meets at Lexington. He
is one of the original Stanley
men in the mountain section and
is an ardent supporter of the
present state a iministration, and
the point is made that he would
have the support of these in-
fluences in the event that he
seeks the honor Mr Stewart 
is a former West Kentuckian,
but he has been located in Har-
lan for a number of yearslin the
practice of law.
TRIGG IS LEADING BRYAN BEATEN IN the result is in doubt. The re-
the democratic nomination that
STOCK COUNTY.I
Cadiz, Ky„ April 25.--In 
Not Caralidate for Delegate.
_
• State Senator Seidon R. Glenn
said late last night that he would
not be a candidate for delegate
to the democratic national con-
vention from the First congress-
ional district. Every democrat-
ic paper in the district was for
him, but sircehis appointment
to the State Tax Commission, he
has decided the .commission will
take all the time he can spare
away from his private affairs.
It is probable that Sheriff Fres
Atwood, of Trigg county, will be
the delegate from east - of the
rivers, and J. R. Lemon, editor
of the Mayfield Messenger, will
represent the, Purchase.—Frank-
J. D. and Bert Sexton, of 
thisfort state Journal.___ _ _
city, and who is well known to! .
to'








is is a •
t
fi l'et V e.
Ky,
The last week's issue of the
Dover. Tenn., Courier contained
the following complimentary no-
tice of E. G. Sexton, an unde of
Oa the Fly.
—
"Ebert G. Sexton is the only 1 What is believed to be the first
man now living who held a pub- i tithe on;reeord of a hen laying
lic office in Stewart county ihe- , an egg in midair was the unusu-
\``• 
fore the Civil war, which began at accomplishment of a brown
. with the battle in Charleston 1 h •
Ilk harbor 55 years ago. Captain
4-GraUL U 111 
bam. The:hen was confined in
C CAJI-
Sexton is spending the evening a coop of chickens. -After the
of his life quietly and comfort-, coop had .lagen placed on a truck
ably on his farm on Standing the brown leghorn escaped and.
Rock creek in District No. 10. while flying dropped a snow-
As the low decending sun of his white egg into space. John
day draws near the hill tops, he Jones, a colored roustabout, who
retains the confidence, the es-
40 teem and the best wishes of all
who had ever had opportunity
of learning the generosity of his
nature; the sincerity of his con-
victions: the rectitude of his mo-
tives and don integrity of his
heart. As he thinks of those who
have fallen around him like win-
tee* withered leaves until he is
was pursuing the hen caaghtethe
egg as it dropped. Mayfield
Times.
Rev. W. T. Houston has been
very ill the past week at his
home on Institute street His
condition is very critieal and




dispatch from this place a few
days ago, mentioning the fact
that twenty-nine car loads of
stock had been shipped from
here since Christmas, it was
stated that "Trigg county was!
fast becoming one of the leading
live stock counties in Western
Kentucky," but from a state-
ment made here this week by
one of the leading stock buyers,
who buys throughout the greater
part oL WesternKentucky1 it
seems that Trigg county is al-
ready the leading stock county
of this section. This gentleman
made the statement that more
stock had been shipped from Ca-
diz during the past six months
than from any other one point
In Western Kentucky. And as
at least half the stock raised in
Trigg county is shipped from
other points than _Cadiz, it can
be seen that Trigg county Is-eas-
ily the banner stock raising co-
unty of this section.
The seven car loads of stock
shipped from here last Saturday
amounted to 535 head of hogs
and 46 head of nice cattle, the
total amount paid for same being
,10,26183. Then there was an-
other cur load of cattle shipped
from Graff, ten nei•les-eaate.
here, which was sold to Broad-
bent & Woods by D. L. Grinter,
of this place, which weighed
30,380 pounds, and netted Mr.
Grinter $2,102.60.
Bert Sexton, wife and baby
left Tuesday morning for Stew-
art county to be. the guests of
of his parents- J.--M.- -Sexton and
wife, until the first of next week.
auk of the contest for delegates-
HIS HOME STATE
I at-large to the republican con-
vention is still in doubt.
Coldwater.
_
Omaha, Neb.. April 21. —Late
returns from the Nebraska pri-
mary Tuesday are increasing the
lead given earlier to five oppo-
nents of William Jennings Bryan
in the race for delegates-at large
to the democratic national con-
vention. Bryan is now in sixth
place on a ticket of seven, only
four or whom will be elected.
C. W. Bryan, brother of the
former secretary of state and
mayor of Lincoln, has been beat-
for the gubernatorial nomina-
tion of the democratic ticket-ac-
cording to returns from more
than two-thirds of the precincts
In the state. The nominee will
be Keith Neville, of North Platte
who is leading Bryan by 10,000
votes. Bryan's compaign was
conducted on a prohibition plat-
form and the former secretary
of state campaigned in his bro-
ther's behalf.
-Senator-G. M. Hitchcock, can-
didate for re-election, has been
nominated by a majority of twb
to one over 4, 4. Dunn, of .0ma-
ha. Williiitn..E. -Bryan- toured
the state in opposition to Sena-
tor Hitchcock.
Henry Ford, of Detroit, has a
substantial majority over all oth-
er republican candidates for the
'dent-fat nomination,
porters of Senator Albert B.
Cumnlins, of Iowa, who is near-
ly 3,000 votes tetifld Fitrd, -be-
lieve the Iowan ultimately will
win.
RS B. Howell, republican, is
conceded to have been 'nominat-
ed national committeeman. Ar-
thur Builen and James C. Dahl-
man are running so closely for
Labor Inspector Nelson in Murray
And Warns Those Violating Laws.
Jack Nelson, of Paducah, state! tribution or transmission of mer-
labor inspector, paid Murray anichandise or messages."
official viti-t--the-paat-week, Sce. k. No child  Lat.reeti4 
as a result of his coming smile fourteen and sixteen years of age,
deeided changes in local busine.es4ahall beenaployedee unless1
concers will result. Mr. Nelson the person firm or corporation
issued no warrants for violations:
of the labor laws but warned:
persons who were working chil-
dren under sixteen years of age,
and also firms where men and'
women both employed to the ef-
fect that separate toilet rootn ac-
commodations must be prc.vided.
He expects to return to Murray
tat an early date, and unless ail
,provisions of the law are then
being fully complied with he will
ibe compelled to issue warrants. i
In coversation with a Ledger
representative while here Mr.f,
1Nelso said:
1 
'1 did not enact the labor laws
lof the state and my sole duty is,
Mr. Grays William's baby has
been righT-sTaTif—sffaia and
eczema.
Mr. Orr, of Folsomdale, visit-
ed his daughter, Mrs. E. M. Tur-
ner, last week.
Prof. C. W. Adams is teaching
a singing school at Asberry
church with good attendance.
Mrs. Ida Cochran has return-
ed home from Puryear where
she has been visiting her daugh-
ter, Mrs. Sidney Smith.
Arthur Zeit of Paducah, visit-
ed home folks Sunday.
• Mr. John Wright and wife
spent the day with Walter Cook
and wife Sunday.
Mrs. Bettie Christenberry is
not any better at this time.
,,Was glad to read the letter
from Amarillo, Texas. Let us
hear from.you again Rufe.
Farmers are complaining of
bugs .deltroying-their o co
plants in this section.
Burnett and Connie Clack and
families are_ preparing ,to_ Cart
to Arkansas this week.
Mr. Griffin, of this place, and
Mr. Smith, of Shiloh, have ex-
changed stores and Mr. Griffin






Mayfield, Ky., April 24.—Mrr.
Lizzie Inman, aged 76 year.; we
of the oldest and most highly re-
spected ladies of the Pilot Oak
neighborhood, was run down and
fatally injured by an automobile
last Friday afternoon at Bethle-
hem Chepel, the car being driv-
en by Mr. Jim Coleman, of near
Dukedom. She died at 10 o'clock
Saturday night.
Mrs. Inman had been attaed-
ing the funeral of Mrs. Poyn
Grissom and was walking on the
ur-cl ea-and when the accident
occurred. Mr. Coleman was dri-
ving a new car, and not being
familiar with it, lost control and.
the machine ran over Mrs. Ine
man's boby, the ribs on the left
side being crushed, the breast
bone was broken and one shoul-
der bone split.
Swat the Fly.
Health is reasonably good at
this writing.
We had a nice rain Thursday -
and it stopped the farmers from
plowing a day or two.
Will Cooper has planted six t
acres of corn and several of the
farmers are gettingready to
I to see that they are fullv enforc-
! ed, and-this I intend to do. I
would regret to be forced to have
warrants issued for Murray citi-
zens but I found conditions here
in your town that must be reme-
died. In coming here at this
time my purpose was to give no-
tice to firms who were possibly
not acquainted with the provis-
ions of the law, but should I find
these same conditions upon my
fetur but one course will be left
open for me."
Mr. Nelson called attention es-
pecially to the following sections
Of the law which he found were
not observed by all the business
firms o e y;
"Sec. 331a: 1. No child un-
der fourteen years of age shall
be employed, permitted or suf-
fered to work in or in connection
with any factory, mill, workshop,
mercantile establishment, store,
laundry, restaurant, hotel, apart-
ment house, theatre, motion Ric.
ture establishment, or in the dis-
,
employing him procures from ited Will 
Cooper last Sunday.
the local school- authorities and Wit Stone and wife visited Si
d
keeps on file and accessable to' Johnaon last Sunday,
the truant officers and to the la-I Mrs. Alice Hughes visited at
bor inspectors an employment' Boss Cooper's Sunday.
certificate." , Mr. Marsh Boyd gave the Tit-
"Sec. 2. No female of what-
ever age shall be employed; 
or tie folks an Easter egg hunt Sun-
day and all report a jolly time.
suffered, or permitted to work in
any laundry, bakery. factory, 
Quarterly meeting at Coldwa-
workshop, store, or haercantile, 
ter last Saturday and Sunday.
manufacturing or mechanical es-; 
Best wishes to the Ledger and
tablishment or hotel, restaurant, 
1
readers.—Grasslypper.many 
telephone exchange or telegraph! An Unnecessary PractiCe.
office, more than sixty hours in
any one week, nor more than ten!! Sensibly remarks the Stanford
hours in any one day." - -
"Sec. 4. Every person-, firm
linterior .TeUrnitt: • - Cadz„ Ky., April 25. -Thos.
. "Cards of- Thanks" continue
orcorporation employing females ! A. Jefferson, a well known, citi-
shall provide suitableand proper 
to do" the pages of every nsws- zen of Trigg 'county four
paper One pieks up, despite the
wash rooms and water el . -
Hartijn Will Have Paper.
Hardin, Ky:,-i April 25.—The
Mayfield Maxim, a reptiblican
paper which has been published
by J. Cs Speight for the past
several months, has been sold to
a stock company—at this place
l
and the plant will be moved here
from where it was moved. LC.
Starks, a former newspaper man
will probably be manager of the
paper and it will probably be
changed in name t the Maxim-
Enterprise. it having been form-
erly called the Hardin Enterprise
WELL KNOWN CITIZEN OF TRIG
SHOOTS SELF WITH SHOT GUN
oeets,or miles west of Cadiz, committed
privy closets where sewer con- suicide Wednesday of last week
nection is impossible, and shall 
discourage a preeeti&, which tho between ten and eleven o'clock.
keep such closets at all times 




Mrs. Rose Armstrong has been
right sick for several days.
Celia Hurt is visiting relatives
near Paducah this week. 1
ode Adams and wife, o ex-
am more dangerous than the
combined armies of the world.
s I am more deadly than bullets,
and I have wrecked more lives
than the mightiest otielie -
I maFsacre thousands upon
thousands every year.
I come like a thief to rob and
ruin. You are warned against
me but you heed me not.
1 bring_iickness and tipath and .
yet too few seek to avoid me.
I am one of the little things
in life that brings evil to the
young and the old. Particularly
do children know me. -
I steal the sweetness from the
hqine and give disease in ex.,*
change.
I am a pest more loathsome-
than you know.
I are the FLY,
One fly swatted to day means
150 less flies teeb weeks from
now; 5,900 less one month from
now, and six million less during
the summer season.;
Swat one fly today.
as. visit-id- relaTives near
water last Wednesday.
Will ArinStrong and wife
•
th,rte of the newspaper men to
He shot himself with a shot--a v and airn - t
clean and properly screened and guh.in the tobacco barn of H. P.
ventilated and free •-from ob. 
foolish. Almost ahy occurrence Hooke, a neighbor, about a quer-
scene writing or marking. i
.f seems to furnish an excuse for ter of a mile from his home, and
male persons also be emp!oyed 
some people to erupt in a card of was dead when found.
in the same estalslishment, such 
thanks. As has been well said
employer shall pros i e c osete may have been responsible for
for the men in a room entirely 
the ordinary offices of humanity,
the rash deed. though - we were
separate from, and having an •
which these-eardaof thanks usu-
unable to get alli the particulars.
entrance entirely distinct and -
allv acknowledge,would be worse Mr. Jefferson was a native of
separate from that to the room 
that Hottentots, and the public Trigg county and had lived here
containing the women's closet." 
thanks fcr such service are,
all his life. He was sixty-one
say the least. superflous..•
Rev. Jack Crass, formerly of
Trigg county. who now lives on
route 3 ceit of Murray, has been
putting the finishing touches on
the Hopewell Baptist church,
near Fenton, this week.' He has
been doing the painting and fin-
ishing the carpenters work, and
uses a hand saw that is eighty-
three years old.
, •
Head Saw 83 Years Old. 
years of age and aeon of the late
Mrs. Jane Overby died on the Albert Jefferson. For years he'




Worry over financial matters
persons who would not perform'
Cerulean. Cancer caused her
death, from which -she had suf-
fered many weeks. Mrs. Over-
by was seventy-seven years old
the day she died. She was a
member Baptist chum!,
and was a splendid lady.—Cadis
Record.
.„_
was keeper of the paupers of the
county: and was one of the best
informed men of the county. He
had many friends and the news
,of his rash deed was a great sur-
prise to many, although intimate
have Moira, tor some















I searcely know where to WE.
though I sometimes facetiously place
the cause of it all to Charley Furu
oath's credit. He kept a 'unmoor cot-
tage In Mill Valley, under the shadow
of Mount Tamaipals. and never occu-
pied it except when he loafed through
the winter months and read Nietzsch•
and Schopenhauer to rest his brain.
Had it not been my custom to run up
to see him every Saturday afternoon
and to stop over till Monday morning.
this +particular Jannary Monday morn
leg woldd not have found tee afloat
on San Francisco. bay.
Net but that I was &Mat Ins safe
-wraft,-for-the-Martistezmasuattiern
ste..mer, making her fourth or fifth
trip on the run between Sausalito and
San Francisco. The danger lay in the
heavy tog which blanketed the bay.
and of which. as a landsman,- I had
little apprehension, took up my post
(ion on the forward upper deck, direct.
ly beneath the pilot house, and al-
lowed the mystery of the fog to lay
hold of my imagination. A fresh treele
was blowing, and for a time I was
alone In the moist obscurity—yet not
alone, for I was dimly cOnscious of
the presence of the pilot, and of what
I took. to be the captelu. In the gloss 
house above my head.
It was good that men should be spe-
cialists, I mused The peculiar knowl.
edge of the pilot and captain +minced
for many thousands of people who
knew no more of the sea and naviga•
Von than I knew. On the other hand',
instead of having to devote my en•'
ergy to the learning of a multitude of
things. I concentrated it upon a few
particular things, such as, for instance.
the analysis of Poe's place in Ameri-
can literature—an essay of mine, by
the way. In the current Atlantic. • -
From out the fog came the mourn-
ful tolling of a bell, and I could sea
the pilot turning the wheel with great
rapidity. The bell, which had seemed
straight ahead, was now sounding
from the side. Our own whistle was
blowing hoarsely, and from time to
time the sound of other whistles came
to us from out of the fog An unseen
ferryboat was blowing blast after
blast, and a =lath-blown horn was
tooting In terror-stricken fashion.
A shrill whistle, piping as if gone
mad. came from directly ahead and
from very near at hand. Gongs sound-
ed on the Martinez. Our paddlewheels
stopped, their pulsing beat died away,
and then they started again. The
shrill whistle, like the chirping of a
cricket amid the cries of great beasts.
shot through the fog from more to
the side and swiftly grew taint and
fainter.
1 glanced up_ _Tha captain
threat his head And shoulders out of
the pilot house. and was staring in-
tently into the fog as though by sheer
force of will he could penetrate It.. His
face was anxious.
I Then everything happened, and with
Inconceivable. rapidity. The fog
seemed, to break away as though split
by a wedge, and the bow of a steam-
boat emerged. trailing fog-wreaths on
either side like seaweed on the snout
of Leviathan. . could see the pilot
house and a white-bearded man lean-
ing partly out of it on his elbows. He
was clad in a blue uniform. and I re-
member noting how trim and euiet he
was. His quietness. under the circum-
stances, was terrible. He accepted
destiny, marched hand in hand with it.,
and coolly measured tLe stroke As
be leaned there, he ran a calm and
speculative eye over ua as though to
determine the precise point of the col-
lision, and took no notice whatever
when our pilot white with rage, stout-
ed. "Now you've done It!'
We must have been struck squarely
amidships, for I saw nothing, the
strange steamboat having passed be-
yond my line of vision. The Martinez
hoeied over, sharply, and there was a
crashing and rending of timber. I was
thrown flat on the wet deck, and be-
fore_T could scramble to my feet I
heard the screams of *omen. This
it vrae. 1 am certain—the most inde-
scribable of blood-curdling sounds—
that threw me into a panic. I remem-
bered the life preservers stored in the
cabin, but was met at the door -and
swept back by a wild rush of men and
women. What happened in the next
few minutes I do not recollect. though
I have a clear remembrance of pull-
ing down life preservers from the over-
head racks, while a red-faced man
fastened them about the bodies of a
, hysterical group of women.
It was the screaming of the %%Amish
that most tried my nerves. It must
„Aare tried., too, the nerves of the red'
faced for I have a picture which
will never fade-from my mind. A stout
gentleman is stuffing a magezine into
his overcoat pocket and looktng on cu•
rtously. A tangled mass of women.
-with drawn, white faces and open
mouths, Is shrieking like chorus of
lost souls; and the red-faced man, his
face now purplish with wrath, and
with his arms extended overhead as
fa dos set Of•Ittillee thun'tierbolta. Is'
shouting; "Shut op! *Obi shut up!"
4°- se° 'Thaw wweirow. esereiblia...ot the. namie





screaming. They wanted to live, they
were helplesa like rats in a trap, and_
. of 'Screen:led."
The horror of it drove me out On
deck. I was feeling sick and squeam-
ish, and sat down on a bench. In a
hazy way 1 saw and heard men rush
Ing and shouting as they strove to
lower the boats. It was just as 1 had
read descriptions of such scenes in
books. The tackles jammed. Nothing
worked. One boat lowered away with
the plugs out filled with women and
children and then with water, and cap-
sized. Another Mat had been lowered
by missend, and still bung in the teckle
by the other end, where it had been
abandoned. Nothing was to be seen
of the straw' steamboat which had
caused the disaster, thougit Veiiiir
men saying that she would undoubt•
edly send boats to our assistance.
I descended to the lower deck. The
Marlines was sinking fast, for the wa
ter was very near. Numbers of the
passengers were leaping overboard.
Others. In the water, were clamoring
to be taken aboard again...No one
heeded them. • cry arose that we
were sinking. .1 was Milted by the con-
sequent panic, and went over the side
In a surge of bodies How I went over
I do not know, though I did know, and
Instantly. why those in the water were
so dieffrous Of-getting boa- off Illa
steamer. The water was cold—so cold
that it was painful. The pang. as I
plunged into It. was as quick and
sharp as that of fire. It bit to the mar-
row. It was like the grip of death.
I gasped with the anguish and shock
of it. filling my lungs before the life
preserver popped me to the surface.
The taste of the salt water was strong
in my mouth, and I was strangling
with the acrid stuff in trv throat and
lungs.
, Haw long this lasted I have glg cog
ption, for a blankness intervened.
of which I remember no more than one
remembers of troubled and painful
sleep. When I aroused. it was as after
centuries of time; and I saw, almost
above me ad emerging from the fog.
the bow of a vessel, and three triangu-
lar sails, each shrewdly lapping the
other and filled with wind. Where the
bow cut the water there was a great
foaming and gurgling. and I seemed
directly In its path. I tried to cry
out, but was eoo exhausted. The bow
plunged down, just missing me and
sending a swash of water clear over
my head Then the long. black side
of the vessel began slipping past, so
near that I could have touched it with
my hands I tried to reach it. by my
arms were heavy and lifeless. Again
I strove to call out, but made no sound.
The stern of the vessel shot by.
dropp'ng. as it did so. into a hollow
between the waves; and I caught a
g -tarrir - steedirig- at- the
wheel, and of another man who
seemed to be doing little else than
smoke a cigar. He slowly turned his
head and glanced out over the water
in my direction.
Life and death were In that glance.
His face wore an absent expression.
83 of deep thought. and I became
afraid that if his eyes did light upon
me he would not see me. But he did
see me, for he sprang to the wheel.
thrusting the other man aside, and
whirled it round and round, hand over
hand, at the same time shouting or-
ders of sonie sort. The vessel eeezned
to go off at a tangent to its former
course and leapt almost instantly- from
view into the fog.
I felt myself slipping into uncon-
sciousness, and tried with all the
power of my will to fight above the
suffocating blankness and darkness
that was rising around me. A little
later I heard the stroke of oars, grow-
ing nearer and nearer, and the calls
of a man. When he was very near 1
heard him crying, in vexed fashion.
"Why in hell don't you sing out!"
This meant me. I thought, and then
the blankness and darkness rose over
me.
CHAPTER
I seemed swinging in a mighty
rhythm through orbit vastness. But
a change came over the face of the
dream. far a dream I told myse:: it
must be. My rhythm grew shorter
and shorter. I was jerked from swing
to counter swing with irritating haste.
I could scarcely catch my breath, so
fiercely was I impelled through the
heavens. I gasped, caught by breath
painfully, and opened my eyes. Two
men were kneeling beside me. woraing
over me. My mighty rhythm was The
lift and forward plunge of a ship on
the sea. A man's bard hands were
chafing my naked chest. I squirmed
under the pain of it, and half lifted
my bead. My chest was raw and red,
and I could see tiny blood globules
starting through the torn and in-
flamed cuticle.
'"Thetis do. Yonson." one of the men
epid. "Can't yer see you've bloomin'
well r-ubbed all the gent's skirl orf?"
The man addressed as Yiinson, a
man of the heavy Scanii-eavian type.
crank—W.1 4—mi- anm art-
wardly to his feet. The man oho had
Till IMrolltlAY LIDOIR. M1:111RAY, XT.
who has absorbed the sound of Dow
bells with his mother's milk. A drag
muslin raw -on Arts- head -an+
dirty gunnysack about his slim hips
proclaimed him cook of the decidedly
dirty ship's galley in which I found
myself.
"An 'ow yer feelin' now, sir?" he
asked, with the subservient smirk
which comes only of generations of
tip seeking ancestors
For reply I twisted weakly into ii
sitting posture, and alio helped by
Yonsoa to my feet. The cook grinned
and thrust into my hand a steaming
mug with an "'Ere, this'll do yer
good." It was a nauseous mess—ship's
coffee—but the heat of it was revivi-
fying. Between gulps of the molten-
sttiWT arinrraw
bleeding -chest and turned to the Scan
dinavian.
"Thank you, Mr. Yonson," I said,
"but don't you think yoar. measures
were rather heroic"
"My name Is Johnson, not Union."
he said. In very good, though slow
Eugenie with no more than $ shade of
accent to it.
There WM Mild protest in his pale
blue eyes, and withal a frankness and
manliness that quite won me to tern
"Thank you, Mr. Johnson," I cur
rectede and reached out my band for
his. -
He hesitated, awkward and bashful.
shifted his weight from one leg to
-the other, then blunderingly gripped. -
my hand in a hearty shake. _
"Have you any dry clothes i may
put on?" I asked the cook.
"lea, hejinewered. with cheer-
ful alacrity. "I'll run down an' tyke
a look over my kit-If you've no objec-
tions, sir, to wearily' my fogs."
"And where am I?" I asked Johnson.
whom I took to be one of the sailors
vositel Is this: and Where is she
bound?"
"Off the Farallones. beading about
sou'west." be answered, slowly and
methodically, as though groping for
his best English, and rigidly observing
the order of my queries "The schoon.
"Art' Ow Yet Feeling Now, Sir?"
er Ghost, bound seal hunting to Ja.
"And who is the captain' I must
see him as soon as I am dressed."
Johnson looked puzzled and embar-
rassed. He hesitated while he groped
in his vocabulary and framed a com-
plete answer. "The cap'n is Wolf Lar-
son, or so men call him. I never heard
his other name. But you better speak
soft with him. He is mad this morn-
ing. The mate—"
But he did not finish. The cook had
glided in.
"Better sling yer 'ook out of 'ere.
Yonson," be said. "The old menet be
wantin' yer on deck, an' this ayn't no
d'y to fall foul of 1.m."
II. Johnson turned obediently to the
door, at the same time, over the cook's
shoulder, favoring me with an amaz-
ingly solemn and portentous wink, as
though to emphasize his Interrupted
remark and the need for me to be
soft-spoken with the captain.
Hanging over the cook's arm was a
loose and crumpled array of evil-look
ing and sounsmelling garments.
"They *as put awl..wet, sir," he
vouchsafed explanation. "But you'll
'ave to make them do till I dry yours
out by the fire."
Clinging to the woodwork, stagger
lag with the roll of the ship, and aid
ed by the cook. I managed to slip into
a rough woolen undershirt_ On the
Instant my flesh was -creeping and
crawling from the harsh CI:MtlICL He
noticed my involuntary twitching and
grimacing. and smirked:
"I only hope per don't ever 'awe to
get used to Such as Thai-Tifihti life.
'cos you'te got a blooneln' eat skin.
that you 'ave, more like a lydy"eathan
any I know of, 1. Was blootutn"ewell
sure you was a gentleman as soon as
rsk-t eyes on yer."
I had taken a dislike'ii; him erilfret.
,apokeu kg him .aees -clearly aeleockneyre and as he .hpit)ed to'dre ssnit' th'Is disft,
with the dean lines and weakly pretty. Ike. tric
iteticA There was something












from big hand; my flesh revolted. And
between this and the smells &Hely
trete various pots boiling samt--06-41116--.,
galley fire, I was in haste to get out
Into the fresh air. Further, there was
the need of seeing the captain &beet
what errangements could be made for
getting me ashore.
"And whom have I to thank for this
kindness?" I asked, when I stood com-
pletely arrayed, a tiny boy's cap on
my head, and for coat a dirty, striped
cotton jacket which ended at the
small of my back and the sleeves of
which reached just below my elbows.
The cook drew himself up in a smug-
ly humble fashion, a deprecating
smirk on hls face.
"Mullridge, sir," he fawned, his et-
smile. "Thomas Mugridge, sir, an' at
yer service."
"All right, Thomas." I said, "I shall
not forget you—when my clothes are
dry."
"Thank you. Mt." be said, very
gratefully and very humbly Indeed.
Precisely in the way that the door
slid back, he slid aside. and I stepped
out and staggered across the moving
deck to a corner of the cabin, to
which I clung for support. 111e
schooner, heeled over far out from the
ayerpendiculars was bowing and plung•_
Inn Into the long Pacific roll. ThelOt-
was gone, and in its place the sun
sparkled crisply on the surface of the
water. _I turned to the east, where I
knew California must Ile, but could
see nothing, save low-lying fog banks.
In the southwest, and almost In our
course. I saw the pyramidal loom of
some vessel's sells. Beyond a sailor
at the wheel, who stared curiocaly
across the top of a cabin. I attracted
no notice whatever.
Everybody seemed interested in
what was going on amidships. There,
on a hatch, a large man was lying on
his back. His eyes were closed, and
be was apparently unconscious. A
sailor, from time to time, and quite
methodically, as a matter of routine.
dropped a canvas bucket Into the
ocean at the end of a rope. hauled it
In hand under hand, and sluiced tts
contents over the prostrate man.
MO BE CONTINUED,
Detects Approaoh of Storms.
A revival of the long-abandoned fil-
ings cieherer used so extensively In
the pioneer days of radio communica-
tion is presented in the novel form of
an electric storm detector used at the
Waterside station of the New York
Edison company. Briefly, the equip-
ment comprises a filings coherer, a
sensitive relay, a decoherer for restor-
ing the filings to their normal, loose
state, and an alarm bell. Long before
a thunderstorm is within bearing die-
tanFe—lhe sensItTeie -ceribirferilMeTatee:
the alarm bell and gives warning to
the power station attendants of the
increase in load that is to follow. It
is said that during some storms when
it becomes quite dark the load is in.
creased over e0.000 kilowatts in the
course of five minutes' time. It is ob-
viously necessary for the attendants to
have ample warning so as to be pre-
pared to take care of the sudden load
that is thrown on the generators.—
Scientific American.
CLEAN It AND PAINT UP
Every Person In This Town Ought
to Help Movement.
Paint-Shy Materials Pot and Suet
While Dirt Causes Disease
In the Community.
Fcw movements started In the Unit-ed atatos have been so readily tak-
en up as the Clean Up and Paint Up
Idea A great deal of credit is due to
the originators of this movement for
It is a good work and worthy of the
support of every man, woman and
tha aountry.
These is 011Ily one poor feature
regare'llo the movement and that is
there are too many people who have
not sufficient pride to keep up their
property all the year, but wait for
clean up time to do a year's cleaning
and painting, the same as some peo•
ple wait for "Go to church Sunday,"
never thinking that they could "Clean
up" or "Go to church" at any other
Urn, than that designated by the pro-
moters of civic Improvements.
Although the Clean Up and Paint Up
Idea is still In Its infancy, the move
moat has developed at a great rate
during the past four years. Yet there
are still marry communfties that would-
profit by Joining in this good work.
Ours le one of them.
Occasionally one meets a man who
soya "I don't care whether the yard
Is clean or the sheds painted. I have
to live here and It salts me" Such
a man is WrietAY not only an
obligatior that he owes his city, but
It Is an opportunity for him to show
his good citizenship as well. Why not
decia.• war upon all of the unsightly
things and use soap and paint as am.
munition?
Importance of Cleanliness.
The American people as a whole are
lovers of beauty, whether natural or
artificial. The attractiveness of homes
and yards is rust as important as the
show places, suck as the park'.
To make a truly beautiful town re-
quires the co-operation of every In-
habitant, so when the Clean Up and
Paint Up week arrives in our town, do
not close your doors and sleep through
such • campaign.
The ways and means of promoting
ibis movement differ In eYery loMIlitY.
However, the fundamental requisites
of every campaign are similar. It re-
quires plenty of good soap and water,
and plenty of good paint. The paint
Is essential and in buying your paint,
buy a paint that will hold its color,
stick to its job and preserve your
buildings.
Paint in its various forms, including
varnishes, stains, enamels, etc., will
not only clean and beautify, but will
also preserve whatever it covers.
The first thing on your property
that Is noticeable to the passer-by is
the fence. If the fence appears slov-
enly, it detracts from the general ap-
pearance of the entire place. By us-
ing a little bright paint you can make
it appear as good as new. But paint
alone will not suffice. The weeds and
high grass that always grow along the
base of a fence must be controlled.
When a person once sees how attrac-
tive his fence and lawn can be made
with_go. little continue
to' take better care of his property.
The same will apply to the sheds in
the back yard. If the shed is painted
and gives the appearance of being
neat and^clean, you will want to keep
up your back yard in harmony with
the sheds.
Paint Will Kill Germs.
Paint is one of tbe most sanitary
products on the market Hospitals,
hotels, schoolhouses and large build-
ings are ever watchful for new means
of making their buildings more sant-
Describes Habits of Penguins. tax)', That is why they all use paint
The penguins of South Georgia are or varnish. Why should you not be
described In a very interesting and lust as partiritlar in your home as
hospitals are!
Think of these things when Clean
Up and Paint Up time comes.
If the housewife cleans house, why
shouldn't the town do the same? We
little realize what quantities of rub-
bish will accumulate in a short length
of time. Carelessness Is a disease and
is very contagious—the germs spread
rapidly and the most careful are sus-
ceptible to it once it gets Its start.
Don't let your neighbor do it all.
The people are the only ones who
ean make a spotless town. If ever!
man would appoint himself a commit-
tee of one, with one object in view,
and that to take care of his own prop.
erty, by that we naean the alley heolt
of his house and the street In front,
and keep them free from all waste
materials, It would not take long to
change the appearance of the commu-
nity-
The results would be so great that
even the most sanguine would scarce-
ly believe it. We should aU profit
by the activity. Act on the following
rules: •
Make your home attractive.
Keep It clean.
Keep It in repair.
Keep it healthful.
Keep it livable.
They are simple. A little done each
day will make you happier, healthier
and more content
informative memoir by R. C. Murphy,
issuei by the museum of the Brooklyn
Institute of Arts and Sciences. The
writer's field work in this subantarctie
islarri extended from November, 1912,
to March. 1913, thus including the
greater part of the breeding season.
During this time he acquired a rich
store of information concerning the
life histories of the local species-490
rectally the king and Johnny pen-
guins—and would have gathered more
but for the stupid vandalism of the
crew of the sealing brig on which hi
made the voyage. A curious discov.
ery of the author was a penguin grave.
yard, a pool of slow water on a moun-
lain top, to which these strange bird
retire to die.
Wax ,Model Costs $1,000.
A wax model, more than a foot long,
of the insect that transmits typhus Ns
von is one of the curious features in
the study of this disease by the health
authorities of the United States gow
ernment. The model is about one mil
lion thoes the size of the Insect in life.
More than a year was spent in making
It. at a cost of about 81.1)00 Typhus




I can supply you with a second prima
donna to sing your children to sleep.
But you sing so perfectly yourself.
The Prima Donna Arsoluta—But my
singing is worth MOM a night, and I
couldn't think of squandering that
amount on . the shildren.—Houstor.
chronicle,
• She Gave It Up.
1r,—!1•Ive got- a cenundrum tor
you, Miss Hazel. What's the dif-
ference between -toe and a donkeyr





One of our Clean Up and Paint Up
campaign cominittees should get per-
mission from owners to plant gardens
on vacant lots Then organize chit-
dren's,garden clubs, which, are so sue-
eessful in many cities, toWns and vil-
lages throughout the OtelatrY. Offer






Driek a glass of real hot water
before breakfast to wash
out poisons.
Life is not merely to live, but to
Ire well, eat well, digest well, work
well, sleep well, look well. What a
glorious condition to attain, and yet
how very easy It is if one will only
adopt the morning Inside bath
Folks who are accustomed to feel
till and beery when tallyarlsa. split
ting headache. stuffy from a cold, foul
tongue, nasty breath, acid stomach.
can, instead, feel am fresh as a daisy
by opening the sluices of the system
each morning and flushing out the
whole of the internal poisonous stag-
nant matter.
Everyone, whether ailing, sick or
well, should, each morning, before
breakfast, drink a glass of real hot
water with a teaspoonful of limestone
phosphate in it to wash from the
stomach, liver, kidneys and bowels the
previous day's indigestible waste, sour
bile and poisonous toxins; thus cleans-
ing, Oweetenincend purifying the en-
tire alimentary tract before Vatting •
more food into the stomach. The ac-
tion of hot water and limestone phos-
phate on an empty stomach is wonder-
fully invigorating. It cleans out all the
sour fermentutions, gases, waste and
acidity and gives one a splendid ap-
petite for breakfast. While you are
enjoying your breakfast the water and
phosphate Is quietly extracting a large
volume of Water from the blood and
getting ready for a thorough flushing
of all the inside organs
The millions of people who are both.
ered with constipation, bilious spells,
stomach trouble, rheumatism, others
who have sallow skins, blood disor-
ders and sickly complexions are urged
to get a quarter pound of limestone
phosphate from any store that handles
drugs which will cost very little. but
is sufficient to make anyone a pro-
nounced crank on the subject of in-
ternal sanitation.—Adv.
Too often when opportunity knocks
at a man's door he is holding ewn a
, seer at the corner _ boozer
A Kidney Medicine That
Makes Friends Everywhere
Thirteen years ago we commenced selling
Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Root and during our
entire experience we h-ave not encountered
a single unpleasant dealing with our cus-
tomers who have used it. It is a prepara-
tion that gives universal satisfaction, and
our custoniers are alwav a pleameii to speak
in the highest terms regarding R. We have
sufficient confidence in Swamp-Root to
recommend it and consider we are doing
our customer a favor.
-Very truly yours,
BARNETT-SCHENK DRUG CO.,




Prove What Swamp-Root Will Do For You
Binghamton, N. Y., for a sample size bot-
tle. It will convince anyone. You will
also receive a booklet of valuable infer-
rilation• telling about the kiiines and blad-
der. When writing, lie sure and mention
this paper. Regular fifty-cent and one-
dollar size bottles, for sale at all drug
stores.—Adv.
No man ever had to stop climbing
the ladder of fame because there
wasn't another rung above him.
SAYS DIET HELPS
CURE PELLAGRA
No Longer Any Uncerteinty About
Conquering Dreaded Malady.
Pellagra investigations conducted by
the U. S. Department of Health show
that diet is an important factor in cur-
ing Pellagra. However, Dr. Hendon ad-
s-orates not only a nutritious diet to help
the patient gain strength but the use of
Ilaughn's Pellagra Treatment, which real-
ly effects a cure by getting at the cause.
The Baughn treatment haa been so suc-
cessful that it is now sold with a positive
guarantee to cure pellagra or the money
will be refunded. The best way to find
out all about pellagra and its cure la to
write to Dr. Hendon, care American Com-
pounding Company, her 2W, Jasper. Ala.,
asking for their big book on pellagra,
which is sent free in plain wrapper. Adv.
A man without a collar button is al-
most as helpless as a woman without
a hairpin.
FGOT-rASE poEs IT
When your shoes pinih or your corns ant
bunions ache, get Ailen's Foot-Easp. tha
antiseptic powder to be shaken Int,. shoesand used In foot-bath. Gives Instant re-lief to Tired, Aching, Swollen feet Over100.6.0 packages Si'e being used by thetroops at the front Soli everywhere, ze.Don't accept any embostltute. AtIV.
War has seriously affected the pea-
nut trade of Madras, India:
--oe
WOMAN'S CROWNING GLORY
Is her hair. If yours is streaked with
uglyogrizzly, gray hairs, use "La Cre.
oie" Hair Dressing and. change it In
the natural, way. Price $1.00.—Adv.
This world- has no love for 11.0 lever
who levers on), himself • a •












































































































































r After Grip—Kidney, Badder
all Uric Acid Troubles Winter Colds'
Dear Readers:
appeal' to those of )0ii who are
bothered with kidney and bladder
trouble, that you olio up the use of
harsh salts or alcoholic medicines and
In their place take a short treatment
of "Anurie." I have taken many of
Dr. Pierre's niedicine• for the past
twenty•five years with good results. I
suffered with kidney trouble for some
years. I recently heard of the newest
discovery of lir. Pierce, namely. his
"Anuric" Tablets. After using same
am completely cured of my kidney
trouble. A doctor pronounced me a
well preserved woman for my age, all
tine, 1' billelf-e, to Pr. Plercell
!ORM. NIP:LINDA E N111.11:11
If you suffer from backache, lune
hero, rhemnettime get "Anurie" now.
Bad Blood
You are pal., thin. weak-with little
vitality Your liver is sluggish and
the bail blood ceases your stomach
muscles to lose their elasticity and be-
come flabby --then Indigestion.
Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Mimv.
pry, purely vegetable and free from
alcohol or narcotics, le the great and
powerful blood purifier of today. Ex-
tracted from American forest herbs
and roots. Contains no alcohol. In-
gredients printed on wrapper.
Taken as directed It will search
out impure and poisonous matter
throughout the system and eliminate
it —Adv.
IN Catarrhal ranee,Pink Km ShippingPower, Spitootio
And all dliseasia of the horse affecting hi• throat speedily
cured, colt• and horpe• In same stable kept from having
them by timing Pasha's Dietemper reasgenad. 3 to II dome.
often cure; 0111. bottle guaranteed to cure one rime Nate
for brood marea baby coltis stallions, all ages and con,
datums. Most skillful sulyntlfic compound. toe and gi
per bottle, $R and SIC a /omen. Any druggleCite &By:
trot hy manufartoraris SPORN 11111CDICAL Co., fleshes. led.
ON HAWAIIAN BIRD ISLANDS' CONTROLS SHIP FROM BRIDGE
interesting Parts lerought-ter-t.-tgelt-
the Annual Cruise of United
States Coast Guard Cutter.
v iden000_ VLSI* ancient human oc-
ruponey never before described was
I he most Interesting development of
the annual cruise among the bird
Islands of Hawaii by the roast-guard
cutter Thetis during the month of
February, this year. In the report to
coast-guard headquarters, the observ-
ers report that while there appears to
have been some recent occupancy of
One of the islands by Japanese fisher-
men, there Ii no sign of. depredations
among the birds similar to the hor-
rible slaughter that occurred several
Years Aso on several islands of the
group.
DOMeritle-ribbits, grown wild, were
unexpectedly encountered on one of
the islands and were believed to have
been taken there by fishermen. They
are reported a great menace to bird
life in their capacity for increase and
consumption of all vegetation, thus
destroying nesting Piece& T 
_
PAU Wefii inef w1th:roThT
denly upon sleeping groups, the star-
tled mothers presented a brave front,
for the protection of their pups. one
in her clumsy anxiety losing her bal-
ance and crushing her pup by falling
upon it.
When a fool is Unable to disprove
the assertions ofa wise man he can at
twit call him an idiot.
How did it ever profit you to talk
mean about your neighbors?




Save the trademark signature of Paul F.
Slusanes from ad packages and exchange fees
for Oneida Community Silverware- Write
today for free 36-page recipe book and full
information.
SKINNER MFG. CO., OMAHA. U.S.A.
LARGEST MACARONI FACTORY IN AMERICA
Kill All Flies! Thf:r Spread
Placed gggerbgegiagiag Fir 111111.• attrsets end kills in
gine. Neat. clean. arnnmeetel, coneenest, led
t
Loom. tailereara irresistible.
Jr; "I wonder how Mabel ever
Daisy Fir moor pened to accept Jack .̂.
Seel be omases. or 4 or411 "110w could she help herself?
by s. aLea.
mama soNtasobo DoKamAve.. rookiveiN v. an insurance agent."
reeve A-persratinr -00.11-*Wity With N.
cessity of Orders Being Tilegraphed
to the Engine ROOM
Dr. K. Ito, manager of the engine
works of the %testi Deihl Dockyard
and Engine worke at Nagasaki. Japan,
has invented an apparatus for control•
ling the movements of • Ship directly
from the bridge; so states the Com-
merce Reports. The device does sway
with the necessity of telegraphing In
inflictions to the engine room The
new apparatus, which enables the of-
ficer on the bridge to regulate the
valve or reverse the engines directly
can move the ship at will In the time
It usually takes the engineer to re•
celve the message by means of the
telegraph indicator.
The new apparatus prevents the
possibility of misunderstanding and
error. In case of aecident, dieputes
frequently ocour between the bridge
and engine room as to the indication
of the engine telegraph. The device
may be used with great advantage In
foggy weather or in going in and nut ,
Ti—hlielotor InattiliorIfir-7111C1
greater mobility which a ship thus at
tains will often enable It to avoid a
collision. The racing of propellers In
stormy weather frequently calmest
great damage to the engines This,
however, is said to be prevented by
the new apparatus. The navigator can
adjust the engines instantly before the
big waves are encountered.
There Is No Art In Taking Medicine.
Just follow directions on every bot-
tle of "Plantation" Chill Tonic and
see how quickly those dreadful chills
will leave you. It leaves the liver in
healthy condition and yet contains no
Calomel. Price 60c.—Adv.
Sorry.
Eloise—You have made a great im-
pression upon me.
Elottus—I'm sorry. I'll not hold
you so tightly next time.—Record.
To-Dtiver •
And Build Up The System
Take the Old Standard GROVE'S
TASTELESS chill TONIC. You kuow
what you are taking, as the formula is
printed on every label. showing it is
Quinine and Iron in a tasteless form. The
Quinine drives out malaria. (be Iron
builds up the system. 50 cents.
Arkansas Homestead Lands
P,atit elbowing Lands of Forest Reserves wL,cb
are now open for homesteading. State map Dome-
stead Laws, all for 25c. tjuestions lant.ered. Eme.
Lead and I'll District Map.. SI 00 L. BLAISDELL,
BA NI/161110 TRUST.I.ITT1-13 HAWK. ABA.
SWEET POTATO PLANTS
E
mICT BALL and PORTO altiO T a WI now ready
a a, poet paid SARI for VAL empress Dot pall
mit mowy mmassam 4. W. W.1/44•14. FL anisa. Si,
hap-
lie e
A FRIEND IN NEED.
For instant relief and speedy cure
use "Mississippi" Diarrhoea Cordial.
Price 50c and 25c.—Adv.
Many a girl who can't sing is af-
flicted with the idea that she can.
Hens are exclusive: they like to
W. N. U.. MEMPHIS, NO. 111-12111. stick to their own sets.
Kansas -City Women Opposed
!'hey Find "External" Treatment Bettor
Than Internal Medicines for
Children's Colds.
'i.e give below letters from a num-
ber of Kansas City. Mo. ladies who
were selected by their druggists to try
out Vap-O-Ruh—the "outside" treat-
ment for cold troubles. introduced in
Kansas City last winter. N'ap-O-Rub is
the invention of a North Carolina
druggist. It comes In salve form, and
has a two-fold action—first, the body
heat rel. ases the Mgr -*Bents in the
form of vapors, that are inhaled with
each breath—secand, Vap-O Rub es
absorbed through and stimulates the
skill, aiding the vapors inhaled to
relieve the congestion,
Mrs James Holten., 1928 Tracy
Ave.. has used Vick's herself for colds
in the chest and asthma, and has also
used it on her children, and "ends it
excellent."
Mrs. Atmtra Turner, 1214 E. 24th
St., relieved her husband of bronchltio
with two nights' applications. Sbe
elso used on her four months old baby
fur cold and on the other children, and
says- "I find Vap-O-Rub does every-
irtitralliir''''-w"
Mrs T. I. Marshall, 139 N. Lawn- spell this year." Throe sizes-23o.
dale Ave_ has two children, one six Cilic and 41.00.
WCIES 6S\W) (9) qT2 6C9ISIAL TrE
To Giving Children Medicine
years old and one eight months old
The baby last winter had an obstinate
cough for quite a while. Mrs. Mar-
shall used Vap-O-Rub and writes-
-The cough soon yielded to this treat
went after several different cough
medicines had been tried with no ef-
fect." Mrs. Marshall also writes—
"Vap-O-Rub appeals to us because the
delicate little stomachs are not be-
ing loaded down with medicines con-
taining opium and other harmful in-
gredients."
Mrs. J. S. Hollis. 3622 Forest Ave.,
used Vap-O-Rub for "a terrific cold—
could not breathe through my nose at
all—impossible to go to sleep. Used
Vick's Vap-O-Rub and in five minutes
was asleep and breathing easily."
Mrs. W. A. Wtnkler, 6228 E. 15th Si,
says—"My baby had a cold, almost
pneumonia. I used Vap-O-Rub on him
as directed, and In one day's time he
was better."
Mrs. Anna Taylor. 6010 Walrond
Ave., ball four children, and says—"I
have never used anything as gocid for
coughs and colds as Vap-O-Rub."
Mrs. Harry Webb, 2113 F.. 37th Si.
says—"Our little girl Is very suscep-
tible to meds, and in tact this Is the
only whites' and spring that ski bailee,
(-aped pneumonia, and we believe it is
lierretileethat has 11,4'0 -firm a '
Ir =DOM illtriRAT.
WOMEN HELP TOWNS TO
CLEAN UP AND PAINT UP
They Have Done Much to Make National
Campaign for Civic Betterment
Successful Everywhere.
T
111C roiled States is entering up.
on an ors of vastly Improved liv-
ing conditions, both physical and
moral, du* almost entirely to the
*forte of women workers In the Na-
tional "Clean- Up and MIR r te • cans.
Win. according to Allen W. Clark,
chairman of the national campaign
bureau. In St. Louts.
It is estimated that during 1911i
more than a million women took part
In the campaign for civic progress and
human Wirt which brightened the
lives and homes of millions from Ban-
gor, Me., to Ban Dingo, Cal. "The
growth and development of the me
tional "Clean U; and Paint Up" cam.
pain, has been in leaps and bounds
since its Inauguration," he said,
Individual women, women's clubs
and women's organizations of all kinds
tor civic and moral Improvement have
Joined forces In this great work which
reaches into practically every phalli,
of life Letters have poured in by
the thousand at the bureau headquar-
ters from women inquiring how to
start the work in their communities.
Many of these indicated that the old-
fashioned "parlor" variety of woman
civic worker was dying a sure and
natural death, and that seriousminded
women were coming to realise more
and more every day Ole big work that
is before them.
Women Led the Way.
'1 don't believe we realised the far-
reaching extant of the work we had
undertaken until the women showed
us," said Mr. Clark. "The permanent
featun.ie of the "Clean Up and Prot
Up" Meet were whet seemed to gain
their immediate indorsement. Their
old idea of a spring housecleaning,
which I believe, originated in New
England, seems to have been dropped
entirely, and the women's organiza-
tions of the New England states are
among the very hardest workers for
-1111,0/11-Year•retted policy,"
It 'would be an impossible task to
name in person even a small percen-
tage of the women who have done ac'
tem and efficient work since the ne
Minal bureau inaugurated Its system
in the spring of 1913. Some few of
them, however, are such women as
Mrs. Clarence Baxter of Kirksville,
Mo., vice chairman of the civics de-
partment of the National Federation
of Women's clubs; Mrs. E. T. Sete
seney, chairman of the pure food com-
mittee of the Consumers' league of St.
Louis; Mrs. W. R. Chivy's, president
of the Missouri Federation of Wom-
en's clubs; Mrs. Philip N. Moore of
St. Louis, past president of the Na-
Lionel Federation of Women's clubs.
and Mrs. Thomas Sherwin, chairman
of the department of streets and al-
leys of the Women's Municipal league
of Boston.
Much Work This Year.
The work of the bureau as planned
for this year will be more comprehen-
sive in its scope than before. It will
Include everything that will beautify,
improve sanitation and bend to the
health of the community. Some of the
things to be done are the cleaning of
streets, alleys, front and back yards,
cellars and stables, removal of ashes,
carting away of tin cans and all rub-
bish from vacant lots, burning or
hauling away all garbage, filling in or
44.4. 44... or' 4,4.W.44 4•444. 440 W4.
doing away with breeding places oi
mosquitoes, flies or diseame germs, the
planUng and trimming of trees and
hedges, planting of flowers, and the
liberal use of Imo es Overythlail
that needs It.
In many instances last year the
planning and superintending of the
work has put entirely In the hands
of porno eMelent women's organization
In the city or town. The tilos at the
national "Clean Up and Paint Up"
campaign headquarters in St. Louis
are full of records of just such cases.
Assistance in starting a campaign
In any community in the United Mates
will be given free of charge by the ns.
Donal bureau. Mr. Clark explalued,
upon receipt of • request from any
woman or women's organisation. Aid
can also be secured from Hrs. Clew-
once Baxter, chairman of the Wow'
etcom miffne Orthic tuitlon-a bureau,
or from any of the other civic leaders
constituting the bureau's advisory
committee
Be Perpetually at It
Mrs. Baxter and Mrs. Senseney are
helping women's clubs everywhere to
accomplish in their towns what wait
accomplished in St. Louis last year.
The women's clubs conducted the en
tiro campaign in St. Louis. Boston
and many smaller cities last year and
in thousands of other places they are
aiding the men effectively. The "open.
lag weekag in many places will be
only the beginning of perpetual "Clean
Up and Paint Up" campaigns. "They
will be of immense value," wrote Mrs.
Baxter recently, "in arousing civic
consciousness in practical sanitation
and conservation and in actual busi-
ness activity in the community. Many
people spend hundreds of dollars fur-
nishing their homes and only an occa-
sional caller gets to admire them. A
much smaller amount spent on a coat
of paint for the exterior, a general
cleaning up of the premises Alla S. ZeR
flowers would give pleasure to thou-
sands of passers-by and their friends
as well."
Both of these women are in daily
correspondence with leading club
women, in several thousand women's
clubs, in the effort to make the local
"Clean Up and Paint Up" campaigns
the foundation upon which to build
and conduct various other community
betterment activities in which serious-
minded club women everywhere are
so interested.
Newspapers Give Help.
Editors of newspapers from coast
to coast have taken up this work of
the women and are aiding them in
both the news and editorial columns
and most of them are unanimous in
declaring that the chief value of the
work is that it aims at permanent re-
form and continued effort.
Ministers are also aiding the women
In their work by preaching appro-
priate sermons on civic cleanliness
and kindred topics. The virei-of one
earnest, hard working clergyman ins
southern town. In which the campaign
was In progress, wrote in a letter to
the national bureau that if more pet,-
ple were as sincere in their religion
as they are in this "Clean Up and
Paint Up" movement the world would
be a much better place in which to
lire.
trereneentrerentrere
CLEAN UP AND PAINT UP!
FELLOW CITIZENS: Let us get together andmake this town of ours the most healthful andmost inviting in the State. To do this we must
urganize our forces, map nut-our-plans and get to
work. Other cities and towns throughout the United
States are finding the efforts along these lines are
bringing excellent results. 
If we would have a healthful town we must clear
our attics, cellars, stables, sheds, yards, streets, alleys
and vacant lots of trash, dirt, junk, filth, garbage,
rags, cans, bottles and weeds. We must empty toilets,
cover manure heaps, drain barn lots, fill up mudholes
and slimy, ill-smelling ponds, open gutters, repair
streets and burn rubbish.
Then we must use soap and serah-brushes, brooms,
rakes and shovels. We must throw lime freely about
toilets and stables. Why? Because disease germs
and germ-carrying insects, especially flies and mos-
quitoes, breed in filth and spread typhoid and con-
sumption when they enter our living rooms, alight
on our food, or bite us while we sleep.
After the dirt is gone we must repair our buildings
and fix our fences—and then lay on the paint!
Paint everything that needs it, inside and out, for
paint is the best known preservative and its brighten-
ing influence will make the dullest town in the world
look spick and span.
Of course when we but paint and lime we put
money into the paint-aealer's and lime-dealer's
pockets. But if we get sick and die the doctor, drug-
gist, undertaker, sexton and tombstone man take our
coin. Most folks would sooner spend theirs on
paint and lime—take your choice.
'
Come on, now, folks. Let's call a meeting, form -e;
Clean Up and Paint Up Club composed of men,
women and children, and get on the job" The prize
IS worth it,--health and happiness.
•
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CALOMEL IS MERCURY, IT SICKENS!
STOP USING SALIVATING DRUG
Uon't Lose a Day's Workl If Your Liver Is Sluggish or Bowels
Constipated Take "Dodson's Liver Tone."—It's Fins!
You're billow"! Your liver is slug.
glib' You feel lazy. dizzy and ell
knocked out. Your head is cull, your
tongue is coated; breath bad; stomach
sour and bowels constipated But don't
take salivating It makes you
sick, you may lose a day's work.
Calomel is mercury or quicksilver
which causes necrosle of the bones.
Calomel crashes into sour bile' like
dynamite, breaking it up That's when
you feel that awful nausea and cramp-
ing. -
If you want to enjoy The nicest, en-
Best liver and bowel cleansing you
ever experienced just take a spoonful
of harmless Dodson's Liver Tone, Your
druggist or dealer sells you • 1,0-cent
bottle of Dodson's Liver Tone under
my personal money-back guarantee
that each apooulni-wilL Aim& Jour
sluggish liver better SUS dIMM of
nasty calomel and that it won't make
you sick.
Dodson's Liver Tone is real liver
medicine. You'll know it next morn-
ing because you will wake up feeling
fine, your liver will be working, your
headache and (Sliminess gone, your
meet* will beviereet end yere-liessw10-—
regular You will feel like working;
you'll be cheerful; full of vigor and
ambition.
Dodson's Liver Tone is entirely
vegetable, therefore harmless and can-
not salivete. Give it. to your children'
Millions of people are using 1) icon's
Liver Tone instead of dangerous cal-
omel now. Your druggist will tell you
that the sale of calomel is almost
stopped entirely here.
The DiffiewIty.
-Do you think the nations are real-
ly going to get a decision at Verdun?'
"Don't know; too many outsiders
umpiring the game."
DEATH LURKS 114 A WEAK HEART,
so on first symptoms use "Itenovine"
and be cured. Delay and pay the awful
penalty. "Itenovine" Is the heart's
remedy. price $1.00 and fi0c—Adv.
• Such Nerve.
'12- want' to exchange this 600k; it
has a very stupid ending." - --
"I think you've made a mistake.
madam. This is not a library."
FRECKLES
Sow Is the Elmo to Got Sadist Timed
USW spots.
There's no longer the alightegt need ot
feeling sublimed of your Ireikies, as (hi
prescription °thine —double strength—is
guaranteed to remove these homely spot•
simply get an ounce of othinct—double
Strength—from your druggist, and apply •
little of It night and morning and you
should soon iwe that even the world freckles
have begun to disappear, while the lighter
,,nes have vanished entirely It is seldom
that more than one ounce Is needed to com-
pletely clear the skin and gain • beautiful
clear t ,finplezion
H• sure to ask for the dc,tible strength
Whine. a• this is mold under guarantee of
glowerierirmair 4f.40-lisdatir im-eierstews-
Age.
Falling Down on the Job.
-There is one thing this aviation
busidese in Mexico is not." el
"What might that be?"
"All acre-plane sailing."
HOW TO REMOVE DANDRUFF
Itching and Irritation of the Scalp
With Cuticura. Trial Free.
On retiring lightly touch spots of date-
drufeitching and burning with Cuticurs
Ointment. Next morning shampoo
thoroughly with Cuticura Soap and hot
water. These super-creamy etncllients
do much to keep the scalp clean and
healthy and to promote hair growth.
Free sample each by mail with Book.
Address pestcard. Cuticura. Dept. L,
Boston. Sold everywhere.—Adv.
Their Own 'suit.
"Why is it the big thieves go free,
while the little ones go to jail?"
"That's an easy one. The little fel-
lows 'don't steal enough to en—ibTo
them to hire good lawyers."
Golden Rule In Business.
You get your money's worth every
time ilanford's Balsam is guaran-
teed to cure ailments and injuries that
can be reached by external application
or your money will be refunded by the
dealer. Getting & bottle now is like
taking out insurance. Adv.
Every time a man says something
complimentary to his loving wife it
removes one more Arginkle from her
brow.
-For thrush nee Hanford's Balsam.
Get it into the bottom of the affected
part. Adv.
Smiles add much to a woman's at-
tractiveness and they cost little.
Thousands Tell It
Why daily along with backache and
j4ncy. •oxtbladder troubles' Thousands
tellyou ow fo Enct Mee -Were's- s
case to guide you. And it. only one
of thousands. Forty thousand Ameri-
can people are publicly praising Dean's
Kidney Pills. Surely it is worth the
while of any one who has a bad beak,
who feels tired, nervous and run-down,
who endure. distressing urinary disor-
ders, to give Doan's Kidney Pills • trial.
A Mississippi Case
Mrs. John McDor.-
aid, 1..Y.) Beatty St, -MY FIRM TA a SArr
Jarkson, Miss., says-
"My back gave out





b a c k. My kidneys
acted irregularly, too.
For three years I
suffered and nothing





bei.efiting me in every way."
Get Doaa's at Amy Store. Set • Res
Never  lit_an when he's down__- __DOAN'S KI DIET 4 
unless you are sure of your ability to
keep him down. 
FOSIMILauinuit.N Co.. BUFFALO, N. T.
- • -- - 
 _
Important to Mothers • 0
Examine carefully every bottle o
Avoid the(*ASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy forinfants and children, and see that it
Pears the
•
In Use for Over 30 Years. Take stelia-v aeSignature of
Children Cr' for Fletcher's Castoria
Many a man has lost his vitality tr.
drinking too, often to the good healtl.
of his friends. 1
ST(.r THOSE SHARP SHOOTING PAINS
"Femenina" is the wonder worker for all-1
fesna.e disorders. Price gt oe and Soc. Adv.
A good mirror tells the truth, no
matter upon whom it may reflect.
For bunions use Hanford's Balsam.
Apply it thoroughly for several nights
and rub in well.  Adv.
The woman who repeatt a scandal
adds her stamp of approval.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Peliets are the
original little liver pills put up ao yt are
ago. They Regulate liver and bowels.—Adv.
Whatever' is tk-..st administered is
toilet . -
It Has Saved Thousands
of Suffering Women.
Mr. W. F. Nelson. a merchant of Meek
Tenn., says that the daughter of owe of
big neighbors. Mr. James Roberta, was in
such • condition with female trouble that
an operation was advised, and this young
lady was sent to Chattanooga for its per-
formance. She dreaded the enerstlen.
end St•ella-Vitse having been recommend-
ed, decided to try that first Sbe ham takes
six bottles and Ill happily o the road to
recovery. She Is able to do bar usual week
and is in better health than for years be-
fore, but continues to use it. fibs writes
-stems Vitae will do all you claim." Her
father saes "she began to improve at
once, after taking Stella-Vitae." Thous
ands of other women on th• verge of "'ri-
ms surgical operations an. eared by •
timely nos of Stela-Vitae. the great fe-
male' remedy. Try Ste!la-Vitae on our
money-back-if -root -beoefited guarantee




the easy way to
heal sick skins
Resinol Ointment. with Resinol
Soap. usti a I ly stove itching nestasstor.
Unless the trouble is due to KM*
serious intergial disorder, it quickly
and easily heals most cases of ec-
zema, rash, or similar tormenting
skin or scalp eruption, even when
other treatments have given little
relief. Physicians have frrrscribed
Resinol for over twenty years,
Itiwini4 Ointment l• an wettest
....aialitrimeive.ete, awl sattla-11114 ,






In the May American Maga.'
sine Irvin S. _Cobb writes about 
Mr. Ellison Tells His Experience.
, The following brief account ofhis native state as follows:
gotse an interview with a ‘oarry man"Of late Kentucky has
in fur ifttot-totteigard more--lw:euthreet-Tfere =MT its 
for better schools; for fewer ho- insel, will be read with keen it-
tereet by every cit;s0n.icides and greater number of
good roads.. Yet in her &ashen- J. A. Ellison, Murray. Paye:; T. P. TAYLOR
Cala she in what she always has "1 suffered for a long time from I, snosteo itealth insitrinve th
been. She leads the planet and a lanw back and often was hard.: world is ate .ininiest." be said. -Inert:
could quite understand why Peotilethe subdivisions thereof in the ly able to stoop. The trouble
production of chewing tobacco was worse when I got up in the: :7' su'ellgiligliavi:.:4::1 ‘!eits.
and Bourbon distilations, which morning. In fact. I was often a matter of keeping the bowels' open.
age in the wood, or would do so , hardly able to get-"out- -of lard. .11.1%' 141'14 siirritl- fittle- Sttittlinhtte..rilftlekskheat ittottmliteg‘,.anthlt.yeitalthre
were it not for the demands of , Duan's Kidney Pills, "from Dale oteolela.L.
_ _sr Llamas iota. orsiiiireo. andtse New York Clubs. Likewise, '& Stubblefield's drug store made ti be
their pleasant taste uprienla tu aimshe leads in fine, fast horses: in ' me feel like a different man and i-ssooloo and childreu
--hern-rrsit-isetightsetso-nittell hemp--411, -46 of the
since the electric chair came in- left me bare the ezrlitsite selling Oghts for
:to common use and the lynch- OVERTHREEYEARS LATER
fogs began to fall off; in corn Mr. Ellison said: "I have had no
__bread, without any sugar in it: occasion to use any kidney media-
_ • __In hog jowl and turnip greens; cine since Doan's Kidney Pilla
cured me."
Price 50c at all dealers. Don't-
simply ask for aikidney remedy
-get Dosn's Kidney Pills-the
same that Mr. Ellison has twice
pub 1 ic 1 y recommended. Foe-
in ancestors; in colonels who in-
herited the title or had it it wish-
ed on them; in poets-not all of
• our poets write:poetry, but all of
them think it; in silver-tongued
orators; in the proportionate
number of latchstrings hanging ter-Milburn Co., Props., Buffalo,
on the outside; in the use or N. Y.
doormats with the word 'Wel- Cared His Wife of Tuberculosis.
come' on them: in pretty girls -
with soft voices and tiny feet, In the May Woman's Home
and flirtatious souls; inr.men who Companion is the description of
believe that Kentucky has the a fifty dollar shack by gleans of
fairest skies, the softest land- ; which a man.cured his wife of
-seapes, the deepeet waterways, ituberculosis and which is a good
• this great hriative.
DALE & STUBBLEFIELD
fHILRIXALL $TORK rodburg, was elected _first vice._ ...do liqrtb. Tau ffouildneri one- (ifpresident over Superintendent the strongest blood lines er s •en In
onetrotter. his is knoun as the Ma-
son horse.
De Woods is six -years old. and one
of the best fortned horses that man
Itas ever looked upon. Is blind bay.
Ile won the blue ribbon in his class
at the Henry county fair and at the
Mur ay fair. While hi is a trotting
bred horse. yet lie woes all the gates
mtking him very desirable for those
stho like a double gaited horse. A
brother of lie Woixts on two races
in ..ne Ite Woods is pr immuredA Rainy Day Suggestion. . by itoisenren to cs, the best combine-
The first day it rains, you have! thin _aro. in West Kentucky. " • cii.,04 04.04 004.04.04.0
a little time come to our store Dr. Hartman, 2,585. This line 1 -
and let US tell you all about B. 
year-old jack will make the tease in at ocmoc:•••(:).
A. Thomas' Poultry Remedy. 
the same place. at Winn to boot e a
thereby place all points and nein colt, under usual cohilition • •the clearest rills,the flnetq sl2Mssuggestiiansfar- a bungalow, N. William-E. jenny-Wes!tell yotrthat this • rimed' Tfels lam s gli big bone, tine-RH persons--whia-tiOw' titre' in
--- - lep and the high-church ham. studs and braces, one-inch'boards
It takes three years to cure a roofing paper, short nails with
Kentucky ham properly. The tin caps for paper and canvas,
trouble is that so few persons wood nails, eight-ounce canvas
who have ever tasted one can- 1 one yard wide, a few hinges,
not wait that long." I hooks, awning pulleys, and some
----- --  , - - -- - - - I three-sixteenth inch manila rope.
bran S Cobb Describes Kentucky.
 Ink
THE MURRAY LEDGER THE GREATEST HEALTH BENTLEY ELECTED PRESIDENT
  INSURANCE IN THE WORLD Of EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION0. J. JENNINGS, EDITott.
Intered at this itoetottlos at Murray. Kentuelty, tor transutisstou through
the mails as second erase matter.
THURSDAY. APRIL 17 laid
T. P. Taylor, Peenonsat Louisville
Droeu.st, Makes Intorootitle
at•nonent
Louisville, Ky., April 22.- Su.
erintendent J. H. Bentley. of
l'aducah public .schools, was el-
..t.ted president of the Ket-Tany
I.;,tucational Association last ni.
, It ht over Superintendent L. !
i'‘)ster, of Christian county, in
the closest race on record. The
vote was 161 to 160. Heretofore
elections have been held at the
chosing eession of the convention, !
•itut istssaidesteesgelle-4101MIA-thett •
tile tit vision was reach0d to hold
them earlier. As a consequence,
a large crowd was in attendance,
although several hundred lett be-
cause of the lateness of the hour. '
Superintendent Foster was nom.
mated by Superintendent J. Vir-i
gil Chapman, of Franklin, who
reminded the teachers that his
nominee had sacrificed himself
last year in the interest of T. W.
Vinson, who was elected. . After
eault_of the_ vita_ _waa_an.-
nnunced Mr. Bentley's election
was made unanimous. •




When You reel fled
Stomach and Bowels out of order, appetite law and
general disinclination tor work,
HERBINE
Is the Remedy You Need
It creates energy by cleansing the tiyation of bilious Impurities
and restoring activity en the torpid li%cr. Take a dose when you
go to bed. You will led (night and rigorous nest morning. It.
- a tine purit)ing and regulating inedkine. PHs., SO coats.
JAS. r. BALLARD. Preprielor IT. LolUIL MO.
%•.,M 1111 111111 111111111111th II R4N -jr,i11111111111111111111111II 1111M111111111:,-
SOLD BY H. P. WEAR
J. H. Ellis Steek.
De Woods. Will the season
of loin at the residence or J. II. I.:111s
on the concont.and Hoyt's% ille rsput.
This season at $10.01. . •
He was sired I)) Ned Medium.
1-4. sits. if I, Nand, •::07 1-2, sire
!Smelt Medium, 2:111 1-4 and 42 others
in the dm making him the sire of
-44-0-n-g-istirse-wt
of age. Irsin, Miss Glendora Wood,
dam of Glemira. a:W--14,4* Woode ocyoczpopocm.cpec:,..;;:,..
is s halt brother to Red 'Minks. 2:17
one or the greatest. Ri141W staliitoii iii 
Medea
To the citizens and voters of
the south and north Swann vot-
ing precincts and to all whom it
may concern, you wilICtake no-
tice that the undersigned will.
on the 22nd day of May, 1916,
same being a county court day
in Murray, move the county court
to change the boundary line as
it now is between the said south
and north Swann's and ask the
court to place the said dividing
line one-half mile further south,
iepie and the greatest undeveloped ' "A carpenter and I built it in !south Swan-n voting precinctpossibilities in natural wealth three days," we read. "The en- within one-half mile of said di,arid are willing to fight you 40 tire cost of material and ca
prove it. . I ter 's wages was about fifty dol- 
aiding line,- in the north Swann' .ilk•
voting precinct. All person in"Within her own borders ale. lam The rupplies consisted twa terested -will-take notice and gov-
's ,
-- --Excels in the ritualistic mint lit-lby six stringers, two by four
t
ern themselves accordingly. This
the 21st day of April, 1916.-R.
W. Key, N. A: Dick add R. N.
Harris, Jr. *
A healthy man is a king in his
own right; an unhealthy man an
unhappy slave. For impure blood
essaretveneenselelv+01+1+01+tx+Iv"v• ' Logs cut on the spa provided and sluggish liver use Burdock
1 1 foundationposts,•and aplings! Blood Bitters. On the market; A te.• • made the porch railings.; FOR MEN ...ii "The location was in the edge Rubber hose in endless quanszs +' of some woods in order to obtain titles at Sexton Brothers.A
ss shade on hot days; but the shack,
T was so constructed for ceiling RI 4 + ventilation it would nob haver,1*Ile 4 been hot even if fully exposed to--4- a!-•v t the sun. There was never an• a- A
hour of oppressive heat." vt -who are not going to ea+-.
a "The floor space was full'-'"; buy a suit forlspring, ra
s- i iwelve feet by fifteen feet and,a but are going to "get la .• with the ample porches, there
T, by" with an Odd Pair of I was a comfortable freedom of
i Pants-we have receiv- a I room. The canvas walls were
*,
.v! ed a nice line in all the :I made to be opened the full dis- ,, . a
.' tance on three sides. The fourthAs I atost Fabrics and Col-
l" " - A' .• side was canvassed solid for theli.' ors, besides a large show ,.-, . sake of privacy and stability.
-,.. ing of Blue Serges with a The lower half of the adjustable
es
t, prices ranging from '-: sides was a long strip of canvasaaI- • tacked tight on a frame and wasAi
$2.00 to $6.00 . a's
 hingcd to the floor in such a way
; • • as to permit lowering it horizon- •A* 
V also -a big assortment • tally and raising it vertically* 41
• with ropes and pulles-s."r of Boys' Knee Pants. A A
-:*. beautiful lot to select .1 exie 6 p.,,, Prophet.ve a+-from --from
-t. ; And now comet- 011ie James
__.•:isss______50c._to__$'' 2650 .with the prediction that_Wilsont
'.sl• will have a walk-over in Kentu-I
'; cky this year. From a specialit Our stock of Men's and
i4, train last fall 011ie made this• Boys' Oxfords in - Other ,-.
same statement all over Kentu-
: blac-k or tan, in button 4 cky as to Owsley Stanley. and
or lace,- and Boys' Ten- ;.-;
1.• 
thousands of voters took him at
!, Isis Slippers in white and ;1 his word, and stayed at home,
.1, Stanley managing to "Aqueezet; black is complete. -
. • 1; in" by a measley 410. 011ie is ase .
4- 4 : man of big brain and unquei-. CALL AND " 4:. tioned honeatY, Isis': ho. is shout
,...,- SEE THEM .
......:- - 4 the poorest political forecaster
4- -4•1 in the state, about one- out ofso t. tz, every ten of his prophesies Coin-
- -*V-e A ing to pass. If the republicans-Is .
se .11 4ii stick together as their now are,-=-.. Graham Miller ..., f a and if the present state admin-+
4.
to 'o. etwch 2raa,,,,, stankli-retei.r  bulepetalent Life 13143.,..Neshville,17.•;
• Iistration. in boosted at the corn-.




























Only One Niel on thelVay
For reservations-all or writs
p,




atessassasstsisasSi.essits.s7asitense.; ed last...year.s -Elkton Titries. Tennessee. -
- -
2.
will absolutely cure and prevent
cholera, gapes and white diarr-
o-iFi aild-riiikes your young chicks
grow and thrive and reach, .the
James W. Bradner, of Ashland.
Superintendent R. Y. Maxey, of
Elizabethtown, was elected sec-
ond vice-president and Superin-
tendent W. L. Dawson, of La
Grange, th i r d vice-president,
without opposition. Miss Lydia
E. Gardner. county superintend-
ent of Carlisle county, was elect-
ed treasurer without opposition.
OC>40CD.CD.PC>PCD41<=4
liN N Oil RICHARD 1155





Ine Starlight, jack. 2.sst ••-year-o14
Irrhands Iii. 11, will inake the seasudi
at Sa1114. 'deer. as.00 to insure a 'living
colt. underusual conditions. Season
frying stage-in the earliest -1)08---a
sible time. We guarantee it to
do these things. Sexton Bros.
are distributors for Murray and
vicinity.
Don't fail to buy the genuine
George,Delker when you buy a seassn of 1916 at my static in
buggy.-Sexton Bros. 4203 • New Concord at $10 to insure a I
Catarrh Cannot be Cared 
living colt. $1 less for horse colt.i
Sprague Patch, Jr.. is a blood
bay, 5 years old, 15i hands high
and goes all the gaits;-was sired
by Sprague Patch 48121, he by
Dan Patch. His dam was sired
Joe Hat. -He is the horse th
mucous Surfaces. Hall's Catarrh 
Uncle Bill Hutchens kept last
and acts directly on the blood and
Cure is not a quack medicine. It year.-Albert G. Smith, Owner; _÷.4.smit+n
÷lit-i-le+rt+st+R+st-Hitwas prescribed hy-erre.-of- the best B. F. Allbritten, manager. 4133 ,TIA
physicians in this country for years
Eggs.-Pure strain Rhode Is- tc, P. A.is• HART Iand is a regular prescription. It is
remittals will-br given ftir bestrolts
with Local Applic ations, as they
cannot reach the seat of the disease.
Catarrh is a blood or constitutional
disease, and in order to cure it you
must take internal remedies. Hall's







- Oflice With --
N. B. BARNETT
composed of the best tonics known.
combined with the best blood pufi-
tiers, meting directly on the mucous
surfaces. The perfect combinatiot,
of the two ingredients is what pro-
ing Catarrh. Send for testimonials
dfruecees. such wonderful results in,cur-
F. J. CHENEY & ca., Toledo, 0
Sold by all druggist. 7ric.
Take Hall's Family Pills for con-
for second best.
S Jure one on the farm at an tinie4
to wait upon y It. Eltts. 3230
Sprague Patch. Jr.
This fine horse will make the
Murray, : : Kentucky
B. F. BERRY
DENTIST
Miss Over Postoffice in Cit-
izens Bank Building.
Both 'Phones_26
land Red eggs at 50c per setting 14c, Physician and Surtleon 1
of 15 at home or delivered in 11 
;Murray at 75s. Call Cum. phonelt Special Attention ;' to Diseases ofor address J. W. Hendon, Mule's  
;ray, Rt. 7. 464* t EYE, EAR, NOSE and TIIROAT ;Itt
Eves Tested Glasses Fitted. 1Hattdware, range; ani oil +se
;stoves for sale by Puy Bros.
stipation Why Swear, Dear?
Settlement Notice.
Notice is hereby given that all
persons holding &alma against
the estate of T. G. Thurmond,
'deceased, are hereby notified to
Use ̀ Gets-It'
for Cornsi"
It's the New Flan. Simple. Sara as
present same to me, properly Fate. Applied in a Few Seconds,
Why. John. I n7er knew toproven, on or before May
1916, or be forever barred from; us::ersaVtlirsleAsnfilsa'iTs osievres l'Adisysre
collecting same. And all persons
knowing themselves indebted -to
4said estate must make settle
ment on or before said date.
This April 20, 1916.--T. B. Thur-
mond, Administrator.
Buyers read the Ledger ads,
We Got it.
We heard of a hog medicine
that had a record of 95 per cent
cures in cholera. We hardly hop-
ed it was true, but found it was,
so and that the maker's guaran
eston Bros. aredTsttijs





T ' ()ince ; 
ilottrat
at 9.3 12 a. in.
+ I to 4 p. in. -I
isiitHefieflit+41-leflefleflifie+Vsf 4+
Lem W. Rowland Stock.
Starlightt, Jr., one of the finest
bred jacks in the county, and ,f•-
Dan Eberlee, fine young saddle





'Ton Wonlaret Loop T^nr Tryrnr.r, •-•hn.teeu it on a 90 per cent basis. et lion Lsen •teete-lt" for Those Corns!"
So we went after the agency (-ol. wonderful Tle,:wet some
and clean' it makes any egirnand got it. We now have B. A. come right off. Takes but a few see-
'clear
Thomas' Stock and Poultry Med. OylloduHr Isoocar 01);;. Agt hdtrieosveat once Put
icine for you and sell on a flat nothibundle of 
i 
farm 
h e r e as
on tho
ft 0 ysotuirc 
toe, 
o r roll tr, ruerist.9
money-back basis. Best of all, covna.loItIoNzt:ainless, simple as rolling
it is plain medicine, costs but a razors 
log. Now
!ref rotrsa.wo7; 
those sAttn 1 vaeosti,
you'll have a sweeter disposition andfraction of the bulky stock foods. &° more corns and calluses""Gets-10 is sold bytiruggisto every.
Let us'explkin...whil..this nteansl where. nc, a bottle, or sent direct by,r Lawrence & Co.. Chicago. 111.
in Mtn raj aria - mom na erhiee
as the world's best corn - rt
P. Wear.
season of 1916 at my home one--
half mile north-of Bethel -seh
house on the same terms and
• the same conditions as
last year. I want , .all persons
who have stock to breed to come
and see these animals before
making a decision. I believe I
have as good as the county af-
fords and once -You get- a colt
from either of these animals I
feel that you will not go else-
whees. in V.... future. Come and
see them.-Lem W. Roavland,
3304'
For Sale.-A patented turning
device for use on thimble skein
farm wagon. Will sell this pat-
ent-outright. For particulars,
address P. 0. Box 465, Paducah,
Ky. . _
,.,...We can..iatve.you money















































































Th. annual Twenty-third dl..
Viet convention of Christian
Churches will be held at Bard-
well, Ky. May 3.4.
\ Curd Allis.
One of the prettiest and most
elaborate weddings of the early
Clcanth Brooks and wife, spring season was that of Missof Mayfie'd, motored to Murray Mary Allen Curd to Mr. Samuellast Sunday aad spent the attet• Solon Ailet which occurred at. - 
noon the gut ate of friends. , the West Blocton Baptist church
A daughter was born the put on the evening of April 5th. at
week to E. L. Singleton and 8:00 o'clock. The decorations,
wife. Mrs. Singleton is in the which were in charge of Mrs.
Murray Surgical Hospital. W. D. Holifield. assisted by the
 —Nesspeiel 0, T. Weatherford and family Baptist Ladies' Aid Society,,.,.••••••. OOOOO ••••• OOOOO • Rev. H. B. Taylor delivered! left for Almo Wednesday, where were indeed lovely, the altar lie.
: the commencement sermon to . •they  will reside in the !lattice. --:. ing banked with _palms fernsI
 
LOCAL and PERSONAL rifie"Wazeriiii'Vgatiss Tisr Benton Tribune. Democrat. - Ftraill-iilarney rows and earns-• Sunday afternoon. A large croari Rev. C. M. Stu ) e e will 
••• tioas. A group of arches trim-was   ' WI fl Id •11' present. tiled itasiouthern smilax and tulle
1
, preach at Uoion Grove next Sun-
morn i e g at 1L03 o'clock. gave a picturesque setting to the
No advsnee prices bn the gen. Bode Adams and wife, who ' day
*Wile George Delker buggies.— have been in the city the past , The public is invited to attend. whole. In the left aisle, whichSexton Brothers. few weeks the guests of his mos i1 Harsh physics react, weaken 
the bride entered, was an arch
with the word."Curd" interwov-Steve Oglesby, north of town, ther anal her father, left the first the bowels, will lead to chronic
, 'constipation. [Joan's Regulets en in pink, while opposite in thehas been very sick the past two 
of this Week for . Minnesota.
. . aisle which the groom entered
Absolutely Puma
No Alum N3 Phosphate
weeks.
Get your hardware, ranges
and oil cook stoves, from Etucv
Bros.
Miss Lena Pitt,•—student
Logan College, Russellville, Ky.,
spent Easter Sunday at home.
Myers' studio, at Bray'a old
la milking the verf kind
of pictures you want. Come and
see for yourself.
Jas. Taylor, the well known
horse trainer, has returned to
Murray from Canada, where he
spent the winter with his sister.
The Murray Furniture and
*Undertaking Co. is again talk-
ing to you. Read the big ad on
the eighth page of this issue.
Mr. John G. Wells, one of the
beet citizens of the east side of
the county, and who was widely
known throughout that section,
died last Monday morning about
11:00 o'clock after a very brief
iltnesa.- His death was due—to
heart trouble. Mr. Wells was
about 68 years of age and lie is
survived by eight children and
his wife. The remains were laid
to rest Tuesday afternoon in the
Ivey graveyard.
Van Higgins sn 1 wife, of Pen-
sacola, Ha., where Mr. Higgins
has been employed in the office
af the Southern Express Co. the
past year, arrived here last week
an a visit to his mother. He has
been transferred to Brownsville,
Tenn. Mr. Higgins was expect-
ing to return to this office and
was enroute here to take charge
when he was notified by wire
that he had been sent to the
Brownirville office. 
Oat Denham, Albert Paschall,
Carl Dowdy, Ab Copper, Allen
Page and John Lewis, all well
known citizens west of the city,
hooked a pair of "hard tails" to
a wagon last Saturday afterecion
and hiked 'em off ta_the_Tennes-
see river to catch a big load of
fish to sell here on the streets
Monday. They got back about
noon and Will Sparkman says
where they will join the Otis
Adams Shows.
The New Hope church emigre -
Ration are tearing away the old
building preparatory to the erec-
thin cifa -handsome new 'house
of worship. It will be modeled
after the Martins Chapel build.
Relatives here are in receipt
of information to the effect that
the home of the late W. A. Clay-
ton. of near Appleton City. Mo.,
was destroyed by the storm that
swept that section of the coun-
try the past week.
The home of Mrs. J. W. Far-
mer, northwest of the square
about two blocks, caught fire in
the roof Monday morning at
about ten o'clock from a spark
from the chimney. The' blaze
was extinguished before- much
damage resulted.
Rev. W. P. Pritchard and wife,
of Kenton, Tenn., arrived here
Tut MOndaY to Ve the guests o
. operate easily. 254 a„ box at all
?.0 t PVC .
The George Delker is the be
buggy sold in West Kentucky.
-±Price right, auality-hatter
county, were united in marriage
Saturday of the past week, Rev-
j. C. Rudd saying the ceremony.
The young couple has many
friends to wish them a long and
happy wedded life.
Halton Hood, son of C. M.
Hood and wife of this_city, who
he'll swear that they had noth- recently completed a course in '
ing but to mud turtles and a the Draughn Business College, arenycohial tu.bes? Do coughs hang on, or
broDo colds settle on your chest or in your
u subject to throat troubles?bucket of crawfish. The boys ,Padwah, has accepted a position '
Such to.o.bles should have immediatehad a big time, 'managed to get iwith the L &N. railway in an treatment 
of Scott's 
aiEthm2:iostro setnehenrilg opgvnerst i Mendelsshop's wedding marchtheir .fishing lines wet, also a Office near Memphis. Halton is a
consumption which so easily follows.i 5 
pealed forth the little flower;loftier) of their anatomy. It took splendid young man and has
which peculiarly 
girls showered the'fbride andone whole hoop of cheese, 83 many friends in Murray who groom with rose petals from thevireatboiry tract andand improves the quality ofcents worth of crackers and sev- will rejoice to know of his sue- ih
heals the ;entdergliil.
ecetor:leniensiot fsoioltt elites and wedding bell suspended above.eral quarts of hydrant water to, cess. The position is a clerical j The bride's robe was fashionedScott's is prescribed by the best special-satisfy their appetites when they Ione and the salary very renum- ..... You can get it at any drug store. OI crepe de chine and chiffongot back. erative. Scott & BOWDe. Bloomfield. 10. ). with overdress of tulle and silver
than bridal
ever. We bought 'ern early-  to the grand central arch under IIKEKIIIIMN1010111111111011011.111111111111Sexton Brothers. which stood the bridal party.  
Mrs. R. S. Coleman and Mr*. and from which was suspended
uge edding bell of pink ro- 
It is also set forth that Newthe city last Saturday and Sun- sea caught with lovers' knots of SHOT INTENDED FOR ANOTHER
a similar arch with the word
"Allen." Just back of the chan-
cel rail was a large arch under











Mothers: 'Keep a bottle in your horns"
Pries 23e, We. sad_11.00
11
••••••■••••111





Lark," by Miss Eunice Thomas. at the home of a neighbor in
"I Love You Truly" was sung Marshall county. A difficulty
very sweetly by Mrs. M. C',. Da- arose between Coy Hamilton and
vie. 'Then the strains of Lohen_ Bolen Inman when Inman grin's bridal chorus played by
Miss Lavelle McIntosh and sung
by Messrs. Robert Keit4 and
Rucker Ashworth, Mrs. M. C.
av.te. ,Misses Marriamsadr_EY.: — -- -- — Theleolumns truthettrertory are fill-were elected delegates from the elyn Greene, the bridal party en- lung, pen.etrating the body.„ 'ed with Cohens, spelled withyoung itin was removed to his]
friends for some time. Rev. tered. The ushers, Messrs. B.local Camp Confederate veterans 
variations, but Smiths go the Co-to attend the Birmingham reun- home and physicians summoned.
hens two columns better; besides,
Pritchard is now serving Ken- H. Gatlis and E. M. Bishop,
ed by the little flower girls, Ruth 
At first it was thought that he
there are twelve columns of
Th• Mc's and NI
ton and Rutherford churches and came down parallel aisles follow-ion and W. C. -Robertson and
and Corine Dqwning, *ho 
wore' was fatally wounded but at this
time hopes are entertained that Schmidt&
Mac's—heaven bless 'em—occu' •h 11
a.-
makes his home in the former
place. He has business inter-
ests at Hazel and Puryear and
was called here on this account.
York consumes 550, 000,000 gal.
brother, 
the guests of doh. son and pink tulle. The chandeliers were 
lone of water a day, which, con-J. &Coleman. and fain- shaded with pink, throwing over
year sidering the number of saloons,ily. all a mellow radiance which Amos Hale, the twenty
should encourage prohibitionists.. old son of Tom Hale who livesMrs. W. T. Downs, who re- seemed like a hallow. Preceed 
In the tremendous city are 155.-there was a north of Hico near the:Marshallsides a few miles east of the log the ceremony
county line, attended•an Easter 000 one-family houses, 71.200city, was received at the Murray beautiful musical program in. 
two-family houses and 101,800party given last Saturday nightSurgical Hospital Tuesday of eluding a piano solo, "Hark, the 
multiple type houses.this week for an operation for 
The new directorwyroves sof ncancer. 
that New York is the most cos-Dr. Y. Y. Miller, former resi- 
mopolitan city on earth. For in•dent of this county and now lo-
cated at Pryorburg, Graves coun-
ty, lost his home and most of the
ontents by fire Friday of last
week.
have and. Alie0.-
Wint Coleman were named as
alternates.
Miss Florence Jones, daughter.
of Luther Jones, of this city.George Bingham, West Ken- and Mr. T. M. Travis, a welltucky's humorist, is coming m•-• known farmer of Trigg county,Murray to present his famous
communty of people, the inhabi-
tants of Hogwallow. The play
will be given under the auspices
of the U. D. C., and will be pre-
sented early in May. Frusie All-
sop and Fletcher Henstep will
represent the two leading roles.
Con Moore, son of D. A. Moore
who resides a few mile! vest
were united in marriare last
Sunday at the home of the bride.
They will reside in Trigg county.
Lost.—Heavy built, black she-
pherd dog, some white on breast,
long hair, answers to name of
"Shep;" lost about 10 days ago
near Taylor's store. Notify J.
F. Roberton, Murray Rt, 7 or
telephone
the city, and Miss Iva Kemp, a
Mitchell Wright, of Hickman,well known and popular young
Ky., comes to Murray to takelady of the same section of the charge of the expresss office,
succeeding Mr. Huggins, who
has been here the past year, and
who has been sent to Amory,
Miss., to take charge of that of-
fice.
110413CMEMMCE43= -INCE43=a43CSIXE---33=
Spring Painting Goes With Spring Cleaning 1
THE BEST PAINT TO USE, IF YOU.LEAVE US TO CHOOSE, IS
HANNA'S GREEN- SEAL
We are going to close out some slow sellers in
at $1.50 per gallon, worth $2.
You can buy this at the price for outbuildings. We carry a large stock of
Paints, Varnishes, Brushes, Oil, Stains, etc. Yours to serve,
colors
Hughes & Irvan Lumber. COmpany
aisxmacsxsumcsiugsmocsarienexiermstzsenticsusexurat
•
dainty frocks of white organdie
with sashes, one of which was
pink and the other green, thus
carrying out the color scheme of
pink and green. Next came the been apprehended could not be
matron of honor, Mrs. J. R. learned.
Young, exquisitely gowned in More Than a Million Names.green chiffon with gold lace
trimmings and carrying an arm
bouquet of, pink Killarney roses.
The maid of honor, Miss Matty-
lee Parker, beautifully gowned
in pink chiffon over satin and
ing a huge bouquet of pink
and white sweet peas, entered
next and proceeded gracefully
down the aisle. The bride enter-
ed on the arm of Mr.- J. B. Dav-
ie, who gave her in marriage,
and was met at the altar by the
groom and_his best man, Mr.
John W. Allen, who was pre-
ceeded by little Herman Young
handsomely dressed in white sa-
tin and carrying the ring in the
heart of a lilly, where Rev.
Frank Willis Barnett performed
the ceremony. As the stsajns of
sed fire on Hamilton, and as a re- tance, there are more people of
IBurt the ball intended for Hamil.rish descent in it than there are
ton went wide of its mark and Irish in Dublin, and more of
Jewish decent than there arestruck Hale, entering the body
'from the front below the left Jews in Jerusalem. Forty-eight
garniture, the veil arranged in
a tulle frill, was held in place by
orange blossoms, and the bou-
quet was a flowing bunch of
bride's roses and lillies of the
valley. Mr. and Mrs. Allen left
immediately after the ceremony
for it wedding trip to points in
Florida and upon their return
will be at home to their friends
with Mr. and Mrs. EugendRey-
nolds in West Blocton. They will
be gladly welcomed in the social
melee) or th:a plcace aanoth an.
popular, Mr. Allen having lived
here many years and the bride
having greatly endeared herself
to our citizens during her short
stay here. —Blocton, Ala., Enter-
prise.
Itch! Itch! Itch! Scratch! Scr-
atch! Scratch! The more you
scratch, the wore the itch. _ Try
Draan's Ointment. For eczema,
any skin itching. • 50c a box.
••••••••
• •
The New York City directory
for 1916 is just out. The World
says:
It is the biggest and most in-
forming director( in_ the worlil
and contains 1,210,000 names of
individuals, 105,325 more than
the number:of names:in the 1915
issue—more names than tare in
the London directory.
The critic`may say that the di.-
rectory's English is jerky; cer-
tainly it is full of paragraphs.
But read Wand inform yourself
on the valuable facts it contains.
For example, the directory house
to house 1916 canvass shows that
Greater New York contains 5.--
528,751 people—the police cen-
sus 1915 gave it 5.372,983--an
Harnilton was placed under ar- py no less than 173 columns, be.
rest while Inman made his es- ginning as is proper, with Me-
cape and whether the has yet Adams and ending with McWil-
liams.
Accidents will happen. but the
best regulated families keep Dr.
Thomas' Electric Oil for all such
emergencies. Two sizes 25 and
50c at all stores.
They want your hams, shoul-
ders, jowls and sides at Bucy
Bros.





Stops Pain At Once
For Man and Beast
PRENTICE HOLLAND
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TIN U6Y Lamina, 111711LIPAY, KT.
OJT-- or- ajANAR)y 'CHINESE CABINET
iy--I!OPLr 'p IS REORGANIZE()
GARDNER IS NO COWARD
No one ever accused Represent&
tive Augustus P. Gardner of Massa
-
chusetts of not being a breve man
.
Gardner has mural emirate, vise- 
he
would not have undertaken to start a
tight for better national defense at 
a.
time when public opinion was 
not
with him--there being no war in sigh
t
then to help him out It..,. is an 
ea
cellent example of his courage in an
.
other directios:
A few years ago' Gardnerbegan 
to
take on weight. To- ho frank. he
 grew
fat. Having .in mind the days 
when
he was athletic and supple, h
e set
about reducing by means of syste
nlatic
exercise. Ito played golf - the 
game
that,--00--ootnebotly was saying, ha
s
needlessly prolonged the life of a
great hoot of our most useless c
iti-
-tens. -Waite diligently _pleying. _at 
_Reif
In the hot Pun one day, Gardne
r had
something akin to sunstroke. The d
oc-
tor told him he would not dare to
 go
out In the hot Mtn wain. unless, as the 
doetor jokingly suggested, he carried 
a
parasol. So that ts exactly what Gardner di
d. He got himself a larga umbrella,
white on the outside and green inside, and 
with the thing clutched In his hand
set out for the golg link,.
"Do not, oh. do not do it." his friends
 advised him. 'You look aristocratic
and people call you Guests, and now if this
 gets out on you, you might as well
wear woolen wristlets and a wrist watch."
"I am not enough of's coward." reto
rted Gardner, "to miss my exercise
because of anything anybody might say a
bout me."




The latest "discovery" among
rrench generals is Philippe retain.
commanding the armies around Ver-
dun. It should not be said too hastily
that he is a "great" general, for the
war has been full of "discoveries" who
have not turned out well. But for as
long as the Verdun defense holds out
IL& Uto &let  mot of the western 
thea-
ter of war Petain is the most coneld-
erable general In the French army.
General Petain Is sixty years old
He was born near Calais, entered
Saint-Cyr in 1876 and served in the
infantry, particularly in the famous
chasseurs a pied. His career has
been regular and not in any way ex-
traordinary as regards rapid advance-
ment.
General Petain enjoys a remark-
able reputation for picturesqueness
because he is athletic and very yoath-
ful for his age. He is said to have
driven several chauffeurs almost to  
death since the opening of the war. for he likes spe
ed and Isn't afraid of going
into the ditch. He has had 14 chauffeurs in two mo
nths. 4
He is said to be a crank about the physical fitness
 of staff officers and to
object to anyone who cannot run, ride a bicy
cle and drive an automobile.
"Petain, the terror," be is called. He keeps in
 prizefighter trim all the time by
heavy training, gymnastic work, ninning, and ten
 minutes of fast rope skipping
every morning. He is said to have lit
tle fear of compromising his dignity
before his men When he can't see wha
t he wants to see from the ground he
shins up trees with a speed which the you
ngest recruit might envy.
General Petal's has had a great deal of experie
nce with the question of
supplies and is even more cranky  Alma
 the food which oes to his men than
he is about the youth and agility of his s
taff officers.
;
1 CONGRESSMAN HAY'S "BONER"
"Boners" are sometimes pulled in
congress as well as on the baseball
diamond, and not infrequently veteran
parilamentariens are the victims of
their own stupidity. During the gen-
eral debate in the house on the army
reorganization bill Chairman Hay of
the military affairs committee and au-
thor of the measure amused his col-
leagues when he sought to keep out
of the Record an amendment which a
member had asked to be printed for
the information of members before it
formally was presented.
"I object to any amendtnent going
into the Record unless it is introduced
In the regular way." asserted Hay. "I
demand that the amendment be read
before unanimous consent for its pub-
lication is given."
"I accede to the chairman's sug-
gestion," the author of the amendment
quickly 'announced. .The clerk then
read the amendment, while the house
laughed heartily at Hay's expense. The rul
es provide that everything read
from the clerk's desk shall be inserted i
n the Recerd.
CAPTAIN FOULOIS, FLYER
It is no new experience for Ca; '
Benjamin D. Foulois, dean of the
United States army aerial corps, to
fly over Mexican troops or Mexican
soil. Back in the spring of 1911 he
did both-and more; he ten -n - high'
dive into the Rio Grande, plunging
deep into the mud on the Mexican
side, whence he had to be pulkd out
ny a ai id ital., and a Jean
mustang.
Aviators who have instructed Feu-
lois and followed his career say that
no more competent officer could have
been selected to command the First
Aero squadron now with Gen. John J.
P.srshing•s expeditionary column.
Captain Foulois is thirty-five years
old, a native of Connecticut and rose
In the arnly from the ranks As a
private be saw service in the Philip-
pines With the' Ntivetrertttv- tnfantry
After rettiaes•sMe. nominissian h
e was
assigned to the Seventeenth lei' i•ry.
A student of aviation since 19, 
, wee
to fly in a heavier than air • ,ne, At
Wrights. Foulois took che an army
taught 11:mself to Ey.
the second United States army officer
ter a minimum of instruction by the
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PRESIDENT YUAN $141 KAI WI‘t.
TURN OVIIIIPI CIVIL POWill
TO MINISTRY.
TUAN CHI • MI IS PREMIER
Peking Government Hopes That the
New Premiership Will Reconcile
Southern Provinces and End
Uprising.
Peking.- In accordance with the
mandate Issued April 23 by President
Yuan NM KAI, in which he admitted
his full control of the atlitilniatratl n
had eausied dissatisfaction and author
ised the seerteary of state to organise
a responsible (Aleut. It was an-
nounced that a new cabinet was being
Airahas. Arceuted gm-
mier.hip and the war portfolio.
President Yuan Sill Kai has agreed
to surrender all civil authority to the
new cabinet. The Peking government
hope,- that -ther'premtership of Than
Chi Jul, who is a stanch republican.
will reconcile the southern provinces
and put an end to the uprising,
- - - -
MAKE GAINS IN VERDUN
Gorman Trenches Near Dead Man's
Hill Captured By French-t64
Prisoners Taken.
Paric-The official statement of the
War Office: Dam
"West of the Meuse the attack un
dertaken April 21 by our troops la the
region of • Le•Morte Humme (Dead
Man's 111111 progressed. We seized a
trench on the northern outskirts of the
citurettee Wood and made prisoner
four officers and 150 soldiers.
"East of the Meuse a violent born
bardment of our positions was fol
lowed at the close of the day by u
ptiv-rietiFtftfatisisfe action by the -ow-
emy on a two kilometer front between
the Thlauniont farm and the pond of
Vaux. The Germans who had gained
it foothold, in our lines south of Fort
Douaumont and north of the pond
were eompletely.-theown back by our
co4iiter-attacks during the night. Two
machine guns and a number of prison
era fell Into our hands.
"West of Douaumont in the sector
south of Haudremont Wood we like-
wise made 'progress. We rescued some
wounded French prisoners and cap
tured a score of Germans.
"The night was calm on the rest of
the front except in the region of Le
Pretre Wood, where our artillery was
quite active."
MORE SHIPS ARE SUNK
Italian, French and British Vessels
Reported To Have Been Sent
Down B Submarines.
London.-The laallan steamer Jo-
seph Agost Teherzac has been gunk
by a German submarine. The crew
was landed.
Lloyds announces that the French
bark Chanaral. of 2,416 tons grois, was
torpedoed. The crew is believed to
have been saved.
The. captain and 1e hands of the
British steamer Feliciana, 4,'277 tons
gross, have heed Picked up by a strain-
er, according to a Lloyd's report. A
search is biTifg made for the remain-
der of the crew. The Feliciana is a
total loss. Another report says that
all of the crew have been saved.
The British steamer Tregantle of
St. Ives. 3.091 tons gross. Sati been
@sink, Lloyd's states. All the crew
Isere saved.
TROOPS NOT TO LEAVE
Mat. Gen. Hugh L. Scott. Chief of
General Staff, Says Troops Will
Stay In Mexico.
Sat? Antonio.--In my opinion the
troops will stay in Mexico," said Mal'
Gen. Hugh L. Scott, chief of, the gen-
eral staff, at the' residence
Gen. Funston,
Geo. Scott stated in reply to-ques-
tions that he had made his recommen-
eatione_on-the main iesurs ot the Mex-
ican situation by telestraph, recommen-
dations in which he and Gen. Funstoe
eere in perfect accord. He said fur-
ther that he had rcceived the decision'
of the president and secretary of war
on those-recommendations. --
"I am not atithorieed -to make that
deC1sion public." said the chief of staff:
But a trii=enerit later he reiterated:
itee no prospect of the troops be-
ing 'wit-adz-a% u from
Gen. Scott was planning to leave
for Washington.
ON WAN' TO CAMP.
Troops Moving to Training Quarters
at Fort Oglethorpe, Ga.
New York -Movement cf troops to
'the nillitary trainIqg camp at Fort
Oglethorpe, Ga.. already is under way.
. A troop of, cav
alry 10ft Fort- Mteer
for -the camp 'April 19, and a battalio
n
luSarrer3, 'start KleetukTortrass Mom-
roe. Other detachnlents already are
on their way.' Arrangement*. .4.
.tave
been made for special train's to leave
Wa-hington for the camp ne May 2,
:arrying large partite. of civilians
 .4••••••••••••••
FINAL WARNING TO GERMANY
Congress Informed That Last Word
Has Seen Said In Ca. .e--Presi.




warning that the United Rtatee will
break off diplomatic relatiuue unless
she abaridons• her present methods of
submarine warfare and immediately
declares her Intention to do so, was
delivered Aprli 111th In a note to Der
lin and was announced by the presi-
dent in an address to a joint session
L`blitr41111; 11W persidrott deinoods
twining less than the ahandentuent of
submarine warfare against commerce.
Built the president's address and the
American uotp declare in unequivocal
terms that only by Germany acceding
to the demand can the breaking off of
relations be prevented.
The president considers that the
next step depends solely upon Ger-
many and that threw or four days con
stflute a reasonable time fur a reply.
Diplontatit. history re..erde but one
Inatome, as yet where a breaking of
relations &kitten titie Ers-l-class poen-
ers has not eventually brought war-
that--ertrien valeta- lettatteen _Ger-
many and Italy.
Congress received the president's
declaration of his course with mixed
evideuces of concern and approbation.
This week Is set by unofficial ad
vices from Berlin as ,the time when it
is probable Germany will make reply
to the American note demanding
discontinuance of Germany's present
method of submarine warfare km pain
of severance of diplomatic relations.
The note has been delivered into
the hands of all German ministers en-
titled to receive it, and, despite the
church holiday, Apell 21, they studied
the document. While no official state-
ment has been made as to the probe
bilities et a favorable or unfavorable
reply, unofficiel dispatches indicate
that the situation created by the note
In Germapy is grave and that liktle
hope exi.ts that Germany can acqul
esce In full to the demand set forth in
the not...
ATTACKED BY VILLA BANDITS
Two Hundred Carranza Troops En
Route to Torreon From Saltillo
Are Killed.
El Paso.-Two' hundred Carranza
troops en route to Torreon from sat
.
tillo were killed Aprtl 2n when their
train was attacked by Villa bandits of
Gen. ('anuto Reyes' command. Unof-
ficial but reliable reports to this ef-
fect have reached the border.
The idea that there may have ben
some trial! in the report of Villa's
death has been abandoned. The state
departivent was notified by its official
representative here that Villa is in or
near Sombrerete, between 60 and 75
miles southeast of Durango City, in
the state of Zacatecas. Sombrerete is
at the end of a small railroad which
runs out from Durango City through a
rich mining section.
There is every indication that the
United States troops will meet with
resistance from the Carrangsta
when they attempt to cross into Du-
rango. Gen. Guitierrez said at Chi-
huahua that the troops of the de facto
government have been instructed te
prevent the expedition from operating
south of the Chihuahua state line.
The correspondents who left the bor-
der three days ago, each man bent
upon identifying Villa's body first, re-
turned, an unhappy aggregation. On
arrival at Chihuahua they discovered
that Gen. Luis Gutierrez. the Carranza
commander, thought so little of the
rumor ha had not permitted it to be-
come public.
There was an even dozen corre-
spondents in the party, and when they
crossed the international bridge to the
American side just aja even dozen
sighs we're expelled. The Mexican
authorities in Chihuahua had been po-
lite and accommodating, but the pop-
ulace had on several occasions stoned
the news gatherers and several riots
were narrowly avoided.
New Submarine Delivered...
Bostou.-The submarine L-3, one ol
the largest' in the navy, was formally
delivered 10 the- government by the
Fore River Shipbuilding Corparatioa
gt the Charleston-Mier Yard-end was
Immediately placed In commission.
The seven vessels of this class, each
with a cruising radius of 5.590 miles.
will be in service by July 1, the ship-
builders stated. • ••
Vandenberg Kills Self.
New 'York.-Yzaak Vandenberg, a
prominent resident of Baltimore, chair-
man of the. board of directors of the
Gulf States Railway and president of
the Aransas Harbor Terminal Com-
pany. committed suicide at a hotel
here by shooting himself through the
temple.
Artillery Reported Active.
Berlin.-,--The war office announce
inent of April 22 says that on the Ver-
dun fronts stubborn infantry fighting
is still being carried on.
Western front: In the Meuse region
(Verdun)front stubbore infantry neat.
Ing developed In conjunction with a
great increase in actvity. on the Part
Of the -artilletY, Op .both-hitles 'Wee
t
let die Seer thilren;lins' atir tit at-
tack with large forces against', Le 'Mort
'femme 'Wend Man's 11111i and toile
-east thereet In general these attacks





THE SENATE FINALLY YIELDS TO
HOUSE MIASURE ON FREE
SUGAR SECTION.
THE VOTE WAS 59 TO 10
The Repo& Nevares Only Signature 0
President to ',come a Law-Ten
Democratic Senate,. Voted Ney
On House Resolution.
Washington -Sugar will not go on
'the free list May 1, nest, the se
nate
ylelding to the house ttieueore provid-
ing for a straight repeal of the tariff
law. fly a vote cif 59 to 10 the sweat
s
receded from its amendment. which
woultt extend the ellstlai..191Pr du
ty
of one cent a pound for four ye
ars
Ten Democratic itettaLors --fraTIVE
against supporting the house rreolu
Don. They were Seliators Gore, Hard
wick, Hughes, Busting, Johnso
n of
South Dakota, Lone, Martine, Smith
of Georgia, Thonias and Vard
aman
Senator Owen voted in the negative,
but withdrew his vote because he w
as
paired with an absent senator.
The repeal requires only the signs
'
lure of the president to become a law
.
The one cent duty yields about O
.
000,000 annually. Secate Inonocr
ate,
finding the tames unyielding in it
s
stand for a flat repeal, decided at 
a
CAUCUS to yield and avert any poesi
bll
Ity of sugar going on the free list
even for a limited period.
The senate debated the motion to
recede all day.' Senator Hardwick 
de
elared his Democratic colleagues were
forsaking their promise for free sugar
without justification. and Senator
Thomas, another Democrat, said the
proposal meant granting a premium on
the watered stock ut American sugar
"nie tlaDtti,S Keny-oinTe-p-iititeitn), gnat'
Mg free sugar II peeches of lkonocratic
senators In 1913, said he welcomed the
Democrats into the Republicin protee
jive tariff fold. Chairman Simmo
ns
of the finance committee replied t
hat
-the duty of one Cent a pound was n
ot a
protective duty, but, under, existing
*ronditionk, :"S-juxtiflable duty under
revenue only.
GERARD DELIVERS U. S. NOTE
Attack Upon Ships Is Feared-Only
Cruiser Style of Warfare %sill
Suit Washington.
London.-The American ft to
Germany was handed in at the GP man
foreign office by American Anthamea-
dor Gerard, says the Exchange Tele-
graph's Amsterdam correspondent.
The dam/a-Her, the_s_ek•reapondent
adds, has not yet seen the note as he
Is at army headquarters.
Washington. - While the United
States waits for Germany to reply to
the note demanding the immediate
abandonment of present methods of
conducting submarine warfare, one of
the chief sources of concern here is
the possibility of another attack on a
peaceful ship cltrrying Americans be-
fore the Berlin government has deter-
mined upon its course.
 4M11•••
GETTING THE NAVY READY
Icily Ship Will Si at 'Top 
Neigh If
fieleney In 15 Days-7,000 S
lue
isehete Put To Vivra
.tloston. Seven thou
sand eluejack.
pis Ok Charleston IGIVT yard
 *Pr"
pot- In overalls for the pu
rpose of utak
lug the 30 war vessels in 
the harbor
ready for ova It was 
authoritatively
stated that virtually every 
ship would
be at the top notch of 
efficiency In
15 days
The enlisted Men are be
ing employ'
psi because of the diff
ieulty in obtain-
ing 'sufficient civilian 
niechatilre. Half
--et tits LOW_ hag _Mien 
recalled from
furloughs and tikes 
swivel,. -
"It Is a measure of 
preparedness.,"
it wee officially explained, 
"the neces-
sity of which was incr
eased by the
fart that we have beets 
handicapped
for month. by a shorta
ge of civilian
werknion and 
omaterial. If we art. t
make these shims ready 
for sea at
an early notice. repairs 
must be cow
pilled soon and IL was 
found Gott the
only way -to ,accompli
sh this wee to
put the bluejacket. to 
work "
The  Is to be o
verhauled
elude hattleehips with 
a total of
shout :000 officers and me
n; 10 tur-._.
pedo boat destroyers, 
three scout
retrieve* - -submarine a
id  intermit
auxiliary ships.
REQUEST IN PLOT IGNORED
Von iget Will Not Be 
Released-Of-
fense Committed Prior To H
is
Joining Embassy.
New York. Wolfe Von igel w
ill not
be releamed from custody and
 only a
part of the documents sei
sed at the
lime of his arrest on a ch
arge of be-
ing implicated In a plot to 
destroy the
Welland canal will re returned 
to this
German embaegy, United Stat
es AMP
ney Marshall declares.
"I have nut considered the 
release
of Von Igor Mr. Marshall
 continued.
"The legality of his arrest 
was defi-
nitely settled, so far as my 
office is
concerned.
"Following Von Igel's arrest the pr
o-
test of the German ambassado
r was
made to the secretary of state
, and
Mr. Lansing referred the matter 
to the
attorney general's office. Whe
n the
protest reached my office the 
only
stweeilen ta tlecide4 wait .w
hether
Von !gel was a member of the 
Ger-
man embassader's staff on the dat
e of
the crime charged. It was able 
Mime-
4644 to. report In the neg
ative."
In explaining the demand of the
United States, officials said that while
abandonment of the present Illegal
methods at once was essential to con-
tinuance of diplomatic relations, the
United States might agree to German
submarines operating under the strict
restrictions of cruiser warfare.
It was emphatically reiterated, how'.
ever, that a discussion of that phase
would not be entered into until the
present campaign was brought to a
stop. The United States stands firm
in its determination not to tolerate the
unlawful and inhuman sinking of an-
other ship.
BERLIN DENIES STORY,
Submarine Captured by French Had
Nothing To Do With Sussex.
---
Berlin.-"The story that the French
captured a German submarine which
had sunk the steamer Sussex is abso-
lutely untrue," 'said a leading person-
age of the admiralty staff. -We know
which submarine the' French have, lt
was trapped some time after the Su
sex episode. and had nothing to do
with the Sfiseex. We have no con-
firmation of the report that the com-
mander and crew of the submarine




Ways and Means Committee Esti-
mates Winona More Required.
Washington.--EstImating that the
government will have to provide lor
1225,000,000 additionarrevelme in the
'coming general revenue of revision
bill, the liouse ways and means corn-
tnittess.,Betateerats are c:43.trniniatintg.
itemising the taX•ein beer tra
rel and on'whiekey el 60 a gallon. Thriq
would produce about $13.0(10.000 more
from beets and $60,000,000 more from
rhiskey.
•
OPTIMISTIC VIEW IS TAKEN
An Official At Washington Comments
On the United States Note-It Is
Thougt Demands Will Be Met.
Waskington.-"Germany will trivet
the demands in the president's note,"
It was stated by an official in close
touch with the embassy, "though she
believes the United States is not jus-
tified in making them."
The German view here is that the
note merely demands that Germany
make her submarine policy conform to
the accepted principles of the interna-
tional law, and not that she abandon
submarine warfare altogether. -This,,
it is urged, is all that the president
could possibly ask, and this Germany
is willing to ITO: 
It Is pointed out that on Jan. 7 Am-
bassador von Bernstorff handed Secre-
tary Lansing a communication an-
nouncing that German submarines in
the Mediteranean would follow the ac-
cepted principles of international law
as hitherto applied to cruiser war-
fare. and this was tacitly agreed to
by the United States, since no protest
was made.
The North Sea, it was declared, was
a different matter, as Germany's op-
erations there were measures of re-
prisals against the British blockade.
LONE BANDIT ROBS LIMITED.
Passenger Train Held Up Near Man-
Suns, Louisiana,
Alexandria, La.-The express safe
and mail pouches on the Louisiana
Railway es Navigation Co.'s passenger
train, which arrived here early April
21, were robbed at Maneuria, La.,
about 30 miles south.
L. Phillips, express messenger,
stated a lone bandit ammitted the
robbery and escaped with about $350
Phillips was taken to a hospital suf
tering from -wounds about the head in
flieted by the robber.
'Gen. Scott To Border. -
tVashington.-No decision as to the
withdrawal of American troops from
Mexico is expressed for a week or ten
days unless there- are new outbreaks
against the forces in Mexico to com-
pel' I mmediate action. This was
made'*clear when Secretary Baker dis-
patched Maj.-Gen. Scott, chief of staff,
to___the border as hie_peesonal repre-
sentative to make a complete report
The administration's final action on
Gen, Carranza•s suggestion that the ex-
pedition be recalled probably will be
based largely on what is shown in
Gen. Scott's report.
Sixteen Ships Pass Through Canal.
l'anama -The 'Panama Cartel has
been reopened to traffic, The passage
of sixteen ships, seven northbound and
nine eouthbound, included the trans-
port Buford. .The channel through the
cut is in excellent condition and the
passage of the vessel-. without inci-
dent.
--Tha-seLeiespeeat of- tlee -shipitewas la
rect charge of Capt: Reed, captain of
the port eft Pathea. • •••• •
Trie }lest vessel te- uee the reopened










































elOTI SINT TO 01111 MANY
MANDS IMMICHATE CHANG&
IN SUSMAKINS TACTICS.
I II —PRE-WENT READS HIS
' MESSAGE TO CONGRESS
gelled In
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Nee captain of -
• the reepened
sh steamer St.
fleeeutIve tro United States Is Listened
to Without Demonstration as He
Speaks for 18 Minutes, and Is
Applauded as He Closes.
Wilehingene-President Wilson told
congress, assembled in joint iteration
shortly lifter 1 o'clock ,Wetinesday aft-
*Hewett, he Mei givrtt trie•roetible twil-
fieatIn to Germany that the (lulled
Stites will break eft diplomatic rola"
Gone if her illegal submarine men
paten is continued
A note, Anterleres last word, practi-
cally an ultimatum and demanding an
Inintediate reply. presumably was in
the Berlin foreign office as the ;mete
dent was speaking. It was dispatched
Ttiesdny night, In accordance with the
prseedent's plan to have it before the
Gemmel guvernment at tiro minter mo-
ment hl. • ti midreselne the American
congress,'
When be concluded with expreselon
of hope that Germany a otild so art MI
to avert it regretable break with .tmer-
het the 410s1.111blv broke into cheer.. 
The president speks. as follows:
"A situation has arisen in the for-
eign relations of the country of which
ilOre----re-eetti-eity plaid duly to Inferbi yea very
frankly.
•
aiid Ireland,- but wherever they wield
eueottuter them, lit a way filet MS
grown more and more rut blisi, %en
and more insiliscritititiete as tee months
have suite by, lose anti Item aim/remit
uf reetritints uf any kind, sail have
delivered their attacks without mate
',unction assinet V•111501111. of every nee
illentlitY an n d bound upon every sort of
errstul.
Neutral Vessels Destroyed.
"Vessel's uf neutral uwitermilly, even
vessels uf neutral ewnershlp bound
ntfro neutral port to neutral port, have
been destroyed alone with rootlets of
belligerent ownership in constantly in
(Teasels numbers. IdaM:imes the
trierchantIllall at lackv41 has been
warned and palmated to surrender
before bring fired upon or torpedoed._
sunielitues passenaers or crews have
been vourheafed the poor security of
being allowed to takt. to the ship's
bouts before she was sent to the bot-
tom
"lest again end again no warnitill
has been given, no eecape 01/141 to the
ship's boats allowed to those on board
What this 'government foresaw inure
happen has happened. Tragedy has
followed trumetly on the seas in such
fashion, with such attendant eircent-
stances, as to make it grossly evident
that %Airfare of such a sort, If warfare
It be, cannot be carried on wIthoul the. .
most pe114614164--vroliiiiiin-tif d1cates
alike of right and humanity. 1Vhat•
flieireeettert ente Intotrttutt-ef
the imperial German government, It
has innititestly proved impossible for It
to keep such method's of attack upon
the commerce of its enemies _within
the bounds set by ribber the reason or
the heart of niankInd.
"In February of the present yeasethe
Imperial (lertnen government Informed
this government end the other neutral
government's of the world that et had
reason to believe IMO the vgoertirot tit
of Great Britain had armed all mitr•
chant vegrele ef lint lab ownership anti
hail given them secret orders to at
any riubmarine of the enemy- they
might -eneotinter upon the newt and
that the. Imperial Genteel government
felt justified In the circunietances In
treating all armed merchantmen of
belligerent ownership as auxiliary vete
APIS of war, which II would have the
right to drearily without warning.
"The law of nations has long recurs-
nixed the right of merchantmen ta
cerre arms for protection, to use them
to repel attack though to use them in
such circumstances at their own risk;
ettnieiter pertly,- Germs n Rove rn m en t-
claimed the right to set these under-
standings aside in circumstaneee
which it deemed extraordinary. Even
the terms In which it announced its
purpose thus still further to relax the
restraints It had previously protease,'
its willingness and desire to put upon
the operations of its submarines car-
ried the plain enplication that at least
vessels which were not armed would
still be exempt from destruction with-
out warning and that personal safety
would be accorded their pansengere
nnd crews; but even that limitation,
if it was ever practicable to observe
it, has in fact constituted no check at
all upon the destruction of ships of
every sort
"Again and again the Imperial Ger-
man government has elven this gov-
ernment its solemn assurances that at
least pat...tenger ships would not be
thee dealt with, and yet it has again
and again permitted its undersea com-
manders to disregard 'hose aseutances 
with entire imunity. Great liners like
the Leleitania and the Arabic and mere
ferryboat,; like the Sussex have been
attacked without a n.oteenta warning,
eornetimes befere they had .even be-
come aware that they were in the pree-
ence of an armed vessel of the enemy
and the lives of noncombanant pas-
sengers and crew have beeti sacrificed
wte resale in a manner v..hich the coy
ernment tit the United Stetes cannot
but regard es wenton and without the
slightest color of justification. No
limit of any kin,i has in fact been set
te the indiscriminate pursuit and de-
struction of merchantmen of all kinds
and nationalities within the waters,
conetantly exteotling in area. where
these opr rations have been carried on:
and the roll of Americans who have
lest their lives on ships thus attacked
and dertroeed bra grow s month by
month until the ominous toll has
mounted into th hundreds.
le S. Government Has Been Patient.
"Recent events make the enncluslow
Inevitable that it le only one instance,
even 'hough it be one of the most ex-
treme end distreasing instances, of
the spirit and method of warfare
which the Imp ,rial German govern-
ment has mistal enly adopted, and
which from the first exposed that gov-
ernment to the reproach of thruseng
all neutral rignte aside in pursuit of
its immediate objects.
"The government. of the Unitel
States has been eery patient. At every
stage of this distressing experience of
tragedy after tragedy, in which its
own citizens were involved, it has
sought to be restrained from any ex-
treme COTITSO of nether or of protest by
a thoughtful consideratiop of the ex-
traordinary circumstances of this un-
precedented war, s'nd actuate', in all
"It will be recalled that in Febru•
▪ are. 1915, the imperial German govern-
ment announced its intention to treat
the waters surrounding (treat Britain
and Ireland as embraced. Within the
seat of war, and destroy. allemerchant
is elites owned by Ita eutertive that Might-
be found within any part of that por-
tion of the high *seas, and that it
warned all vessels, of neutral as well
as of belligerent ownership, to keep
out of the waters it had thus pre-
scribed, or else enter them at their
peril.
"The government of the United
Staters earnestly protested. It took
the position that such a policy could
not be pursued without the practical
certainty of -geese- and palpable viola-
tions of the law of nations, particu-
larly id submarine craft were to be
employed as its instruments, inammuch
as the rules prescribed by that law,
rules founded upon principles of hu-
manity and established for the pro-
▪ tection of the lives of noncombatants
at sea, could not in the nature of the
case be observed by such vessels.
Bases Protest on Natural Rights.
"It based its protest on the ground
that persons' of neutral nationality
and vessel of neutral ownership would
be exposed to extreme and Intolerable,
risks, and that no right to closeany
part of the high seas against their use
or expose them to such risks could
lawfully be asserted by any belliger-
ent geverninent. The law of nations in
these matters, upon which the govern-
ment of the United States based its
protest, .is. not of recent origin or
founded upon merely arbitrary prin-
ciples met up by convention.
"It is based, on the contrary, upon
manifest' and imperative principles of
humanity, and has long been estab-
lishe'd with the approval and by the
express assent of all civilized nations.
"Notwithstanding the earnest pro-
test of our government, the imperial
German government at once proceed-
ed to carry out the policy It had an-
nounced.
"It expressed the hope that the dan-
gers involved, at any rate the dangers
to neutral vessels, would be reduced
to a minimum by the instructions
which it had issued teelts submarine
commanders, and assured the govern-
ment of the United States that it
would take every possible precaution
both to respect the rights of neutrals
and to safeeuard the lives of noncom-
batants.
"What has actually happened in the
year which has sire'e elapsed has
shown that those hopes were not Joe-
titled, these assurances insusceptible
of being fulfilled. In pursuance of
the policy of submarine warfare
against the commerce of its adver-
saries thus announced and entered
upon by the imperial German govern-
ment in despite of the solemn protest
of this government, the commanders
of German undersea vessels have at-
tacked 'merchant ships with greater
and greater activity, not only upon the
high seas surrounding Great Britain
TIM lirtraRAT LIDOS*, 11171113LAT, KT.
l- thell ill SW et did by the sentIttorit•at samese frieedship, which the peaph of the 'tithed States helve always
entertained, and continue to entertain,
towards the German nation It has,
of course, accepted the lime positive es•
planations and atentralicee of the lin
venial German 'government, as elven in
entire mincerity anti aural faith, and
hay hoped, even agatnet hope, that, it
would prove to he possible for the Der.
matt Novel-unmet no to order and con-
trol- the acts of its navel 1 tentuandere
as to square its policy with the prinel
pion of humanity as embodied in the
laws of milieus. It has been willing le
wait until the significante of the gets
Weenie abisolutely unmistakably and
litterept Ode of but one interpretation
. "That !mint has now unhappily been
etsireheti.- Tit* fiseta are steseeptible ut
Nit ohs Intorprolution. The imperial
uernoin government her been unable
to put any limes or restraints upon it.
warfare against either freight or pas-
senger ship. It harn therefore become
painfully evident that the poellitet
which this ativertiment took at the
very outset la inevitable, namely, that
the use of the oubmarinen for the de
otruction of an enemy's conserve Is of
neeessity because of the very churac•
ler of the vessels etnployed and thie-
very method of attack wbieh their ctn.
eleyment ote`tourse involve's: incotn-
palates-with the prime-04, W Ituteeetig-
the long established snit ineontroverte
blerIghte_of neutrals and the sacred
-IininunliTes Or --tioncritifbilitili:— - -- -
"I have deemed it my duty there-
tore, to say to the Imperial German
government that if Ills still it purpose
to promptede relentless and Indlecrine
'nate warfare itgaingt vessels of coni•
tnerce by the use of sulenarIntes, not•
withetnieling the now detnonetrated
impassibility of conducting that ear.
fare In aecorthince with what the gov-
ernment' of the United Street must
consider the sacred and intilisputtible
rules of International law and the tine
1 vernally recogilized dictating of hu-manity, the government of the United,/Yates Is at lust forced to tFe cow'
clnrion that there is but one course
It can pursue; and that unless the !ni-
ppiest government sir mid now Mime-
ediately declare and effect an abandon'
fluent of Its present methods of war-
fare against passenger and freight ves-
sels, Gee government can have no
choice but to sever diplomatic rela-
tions with the government of the Ger.
man empire altogether.
"I have taken it, and taken it In the
confidence that it will meet with your
approval- and euppert." Ail- -sebere,
minded men must unite In hoping that
the Imperial German government,
which has in other circumstances
titood as the champion of all that we
are now contending for in the Interest
of humanity, may recognize the jus-
tice of our demands and meet them in
the spirit in which they are made."
WOLF SPOILS GOOD HUNT
,,... 'Rebels on Playing the Part of Fox for
Which It Was Drafted by
- — Hunters.
Millersburg. Ohlo.-A perfectly good
Wolf bunt was, solemnized herb byeehe
Fox Hunters' association. but. h./4
after, the association members say,
they hill stick strictly to the fox.
A husky, aggressive-and quite un-
frteddry. Telma lorairre weer wage qk
tamed fur the been: reeentliTIe hunt
as a social gathering, was an unquali-
fied success. However, true to their
breeding as foxhounds, the dogs, when
Mr. Wolf was liberated, refused to as-
sociate with him. The wolf evinced
a desire to Ile down and go to sleep.
Then the master of the foxhoueds
told the clogs to make believe that the
wolf W115 setox and souse of the more
Intelligent of the hounds obeyed or-
ders, and the wolf chewed them so
badly they beat a retreat One of the
.sleu en. shut tirreolr. Much
to the rel f of neighboring farmers.
•
SENATE 0. K.'S NMI PLAN
MILLION PEACE STRENGTH BILL
PASSED BY THAT BODY.
Substitute for Hay Measure Provides
for 250,000 Regular Forces, 250,000
Reserves and 261,000 Guards.
Washington, D. C.-Military lead-
ers are discussing with unprecedented
interest what the bill passed by the
senate, Tuesday, providing, for, nearly
a million men in the regular army and
reserve militia, means as a step to-
ward - preparedness. The measure,
passed -without h recorded vote, was
a substitute for the Hay bill passed
by the house.
The senate measure made provision
for a regular standing army with a
peace strength ef 250,0011 men, as com-
pared with 1411,000 under the Hay. bill,
retained a plan for an army reserve
force of about 261,000 men and a fed-
eralized national guard of about 280.-
000 men.
In additlen, an amendment was
passed to create a school and college
youths' reserve corps In time of war
or threatened war, which would re-
cruit a force of trained young men,
schooled by officers of the regular
army, the estimated strength of which
is estimated anywhere from 200,000 to
00,000.
"We are creating here a peace army
of a million men," declared Senator
Myers, in supporting an amendment of
Senator Reed to make the regular
army 200,000. The senate had agreed
previously, by a vote of 43 to 37, to an
amendment by Senator Brandegee, in-
creasing it from the proposed strength
of 180,000 to 250,000. The Reed reduc-
tng proposal was rejected, 42 to 31,
after a brief speech by Senator Wil-
liams, In which he referred to the sol-
emnity of the 'occasion which would
confront congress soon. ,
"Are we or are we not threatened
with war?" asked Senator Williams.
"Are we or are we not threatened with
war from Mexico? Are we or are we
not threatened with war over the sub.
marine controversy' Have not we
-been called to assemble 'joint'heed
sloe, the solemn purpose of whieh we
.lo not oureelvet definitely under-
stand?"
I VETERAN KEPT HIS WORD
Nez Perce, Idaho -B. T. Poore. a
veteran of the Civil war, recently
sentenced to serve 60 days in jail by
Judge Dietrich of the Untted States
court at Moscow, for introducing lig
uor on the reservation, arrived here
recently with his own commitment.
Mr. Poore made a eequest of the judge
that h-e be allowed to serve his tens
in jail ,here and that be be allowed






VON AMONG PAAMIIRS CAN
CONQUIR HOG CHOLIRA.
CAN SAYE $1,150,000 YEARLY
Sanitation and Caution Are Vital Con-
siderations According to Import at
State Illimierisresat.eltetten. 
(Spell irrankfort teeresuentivnesi
Frankfurt. Ky.- The prevalence of
hue clutters in Mason and Fleming
cuuntiers, where a heavy tell has been
taken, end outbrealits in other rectkuis
of the state make partieularly perti-
nent Is statement issued from the Ks.
Station at Lexington this
week pointing out the possibilities of
co operation in prevention. Th4, an.
Dual Ws* In Kentucky from hog chol-
era hum reached the appalling average
eeewo.million. dollars. It is maintain.
ed that at teeth $1.7150,6011-of thee NUM
can be eared through co-operation in
the onnervetire end apptleetlois ul-
tra mermurtes Horan is an efilcient
aid but caution and sanitation Sr., vast-
ly more nevensary.
In support of Ms view utt_restate
obtained in a single county in a newt*
state where hog eholere was Made a
epeeist' project by etes county agreed.
lurid lucent. aro of epeeist' Interest.
Tht ampaign against bog choler* was
waged by the County Farm Bureau
(county agent) co-operating with the
State Live Stock Sanitary Commis-
Mon, ehe State Agricultural College,
the t'otinty Board of Supervisors, and
the United States Deperinsent of Age
culture,
Has "Printers' Ink" Model Statute.
The General Aseembly of the Com-
monwealth of Kentucky recently pass-
ed the Printers' ink Model Statute
without change, anti it has become law
without the governor's approial. In
view of the fact that the constitution-
ality of the Model Statute hats been at-
tacked (unsuccessfully) in Ohio and
Minnesota, on the ground that the title
*Id not correctly 4**ef 160 the law, the
title given to the Kentucky oteictment
is interesting. It is declared to be "An
act making unlawful the use of any
statement of fact In any advertise-
ment, which statement is untrue, de-
ceptive or misleading." The penplty
imposed is a fine not to exceed $100,
or imprisonment up to ninety days, or
both.
Non-Resident Clause Unconstitutional
Attorney-Gsperal Logan held uncon-
stitutional the section of the new in-
surance law, passed by the recent
legislature, which prohibits the li-
censing of non-resident Insurance
agents. The section, Attorney-General
Logan says, violates the Federal con-
stitution. A number of states, among
them Ohio, have a reciprocal insur-
ance law licensing agents that reside
In one state and operate in another.
When the present bill was up for pas-
sage in the legislature Senator Strick-
lett and Re resentative Mur by both
of Covington, made efforts to insert a
reciprocal clause in the, bill, but it
:was rejected.
Sectionn Held Unconstitutional.
Circuit Judge Stout held to be un-
constitutional Sections 3 and, 6 of the
Hiles act, ;melted by the recent legis-
lature, to provide for interest-bearing
state warrants with specified date of
maturity, and to permit the Sinking
Fund Commissions to anticipate reve-
nue and borrow money. Section 3 of
the act authorizes the Sinking Fund
Commission to anticipate revenue for
the fiscal year and borrow money to
pay the debts of the state. Section 6
provides for the calling of all outstand-
ing warrants and the issuing of new
ones of a denomination not less than
$100.
Jesse Clark Captured.
Word has been received here by
Warden A. J. G. Wells, of the Re-
formatory, that Jesse Clark, alias
Johnson, altaa Ed Murray, who es-
caped from the penitentiary here in
1915, had been captured in Detroit,
Mich. Clark, who was sent up from
Louisville to serve a sentence for
housebreaking, made his getaway
from the Reformatory by scalrng the
wall while he was employed in the
boiler shop.
Fire at Feeble-Minded Institute.
Fire, supposed to have been started
by a careless use Of matches, com-
pletely destroyed a barn and its con-
tents at the Feeble Minded Institute.
Several' small boys had been sent to
the barn' to get some feed and it is
iliought-latit they were ambling and
dropped the lighted matches in the
barn loft. The loss, which will be
about $3,000, is ebvered by insurance._ _
Farm Agent Reports.
R. H. Felts, government county farm
agent, who has just compteted his first
year in Franklin county, reported to
the fiscal court that he has trAveled
3,300 miles over the county, talked to
4.500 farmers. held thirty-nine meet-
ings and conducted corn demonstra-
tion on leS acres, growing an average
of, r.3 bushels the acre as caliper; 
'year nor more than a
ed to an average of thirty for the coun- 
not less than a
year and a day. Hue' S'iteglettan was
called to testify, as a witness, that the
tr. • Besides the demonetration work. .
he laid twine farmers, here aicepted I listrensige(i_Muit in :tele-defen
se but vr_all
perminertfen 'teettry trilcsens,.nt a
advice afirt fitietedMeepolicy nlorttelltilerket
'etelnonstrating (Frees. 
- previous conviciion fa false avowing.
•
Mt NSW FISH LAW.
At the recent session of the Ken-
tucky Legislature, a bIll was peer
making it unlawful to P.M in any
way eat apt with a hook and line
A heavy penalty is provided fur all
violators of the law The Kentucky
Game and riga Cummisillon will get
behind the •tiforeement of this law,
whit h will add to tbe danger of
thong who attempt to violate It.
Alts te Department.
The ttiturtustion collected this year,
it in believed, will be of special value
In tumbling the department to test the
effect of state and national bird laws,
and also Tit determining what relation-
ship Oasis between bird life and (be
prevalence of locust., graeshoppers
and other insect peat. In different lo-
entities. As it is impossible to nuke
an at•tual count of all the birds in any
extended district of Kentucky or else,
where, eacli enumerator is asked to
report only upon the teituber of birds
breeetins lei a selected area of forty
to eighty atiltel in euutary or suburbau
districts. From the figures thus ob-
tained!, thus" in charge of the work
are able to averted:nate the total
number of birtio,of each kind lu dif
Went lectInfis ofetbe
Te-Attervd-Appolotelea4Met.
Governor Stanley will be present at
the annual convention of the Kouthern
Appalachian Good Roads' association
at Lexington. ithiptember_delo_11. Inclu-
sive: and will send a personal invite
Hon to the Governors of the eight oth-
er Mateo In the association to be pros-
eta also. This information Is contain-
ed in a ropy of a letter from the Gov•
erpor to Road Commission It. C. Ter-
rell, sent to Secretary H. L. Burch. of
the Lexington eloiled of Commerce,
which has been hoisting the securing
of this meeting.
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Reports on Three Counties.
Eiturninatione of county offices in
Boyle, Henry and Edruoneon route
tiers have been completed by State in-
spector and Examiner N, B. Howell,
who covered into the treasury $273.76,
of which $60 was collected in Boyle;
$96.43 In Henry, anti $117.34 in Ed-
monson. Nat Elliott, Frank H. Cor-
ley and Alvin Stegner, of the depart-
ment, are in Bourbon and Madison
counties. Mks Alice Hobson has been
appointed atenpitraplair In the do .
partment,
Federal Aid In Fight.
At a meeting of the State Live Stock
Sanitary. Board in Louisville, the pro-
posed co-operation between the Fed-
eral Bureau of Animal industry and
the State Department of Agriculture
for the eradication of hog cholera will
be retitled. Dr. S. F. Musselman, state
veterinarian, said that the government
will send experts into Kentucky and
*systematic effort to eradicate the dig
ease will be undertaken.
Franklin County Borrows.
--A deal which will mean the saving
of several hundred dollars to Franklin
county was closed between the State
National bank, of this city. and Judge
R. C. Illeatt. the bank lending $20,000
to the county at 5 per cent interest to
liquidate county warrants now draw-
ing G per cent interest. The money
was turned over to. the county and a
t-was given to the-bank
City's Title Upheld.
Although a municipality may not be
held liable for the Maintenance of a
street until it has been accepted, fail-
ure to accept a dedicated street at
once and mere nonuser will not avail
one he acquiring title to the street by
adverse possession, said the court of
appeals, reversing the Henderson cir-
cuit court In the case of the city ol
Henderson against Myra S. Yeaman,
Bank Will Liquidate.
The Robertson State bank of Mt.
Olivet, with a capital of $15.000, Noe
untarily placed itself in the hands of
the Farmers and Traders' bank of the
same place for liquidation. The Farm-
ers and Traders' bank announced that
all of the depositors would be paid in
full. An eitamination of the bank has
Just been completed by A. B. Faris
state bank examiner.
Pardons Innocent Man.
Gov. Stanley has pardoned Jesse
Miller, of Breathitt county, convicted
of killing Ambrose Fulgate. Arthur
Roberts was tried on the same charge
and was. acquitted. He confessed on
his deathbed that he killed Fulgate.
George railer, of Letcher county, con-
victed in 1906 of manslaughter and
paroled, was restored to citizenship
Forest Lookout Station.
Clay county will have a forest look-
out station to guard against forest
fires. State Forester J. E. Barton has
been notified that the fiscal court has
aeppropriated $50 for it and the govern-
neent will- contribute $1+0 toward its
equipment. It eillrbe built of rough
timber on Orchard Knob, a high point
shout three miles from Manchester.
Dented Right to Testify.
A person convicted of false swear-
Ing and not pardoned is not qualified
to testify as a witness in any proceed-
ings, the court of appeals held in an
opinion by Judge Carroll. affirming the
Mercer circuit court in the ease of
Thomas Singleton, convicted of _malic-
























me some of Lydia IL
Pink barn 's Vegeta-
ble Compound. I took
It and commenced
to get better and am now well, am
stout and able to do my own housework.
I can recommend the Vegetable Com-
pound to any woman who is sick and
run down off a wonderful strength and
health restorer. My husband says I
would have been in my grave ere this
If it had not been for your Vegetable
Compound."—Mrs. BLAnctin Jirrna-
sort, 703 Lyon St, Des Moines, Iowa.
Before. &Omitting to a surgical opera-
tion It is wise to try to build up the
female system and cure Its derange-
ments with Lydia E. Pinkhant's Vege-
table Compound; it has saved man, 
women from surgical operations.
Write to the Lydia E. Pinkliam
Medicine Lynn. Moss., for
advice-4f will be oonedentiaL




L14044601 all run down” or 14,1118 ft•••. rum
utt's Pills
Isat what you need. Thoy ton• urth• win*
itte••••• sp4 butt/. up ti•• flagging •a•ri•••.




A rink GENERAL evernarilENING TONIC
Elephant on His Hands.
An overly ambitious Hindu. who
had acquired the proverbial elephant
that "ate all night and ate all day,"
sought to rid himself of the voracious
beast by unloading him on a fellow na-
tive. Tae prospective buyer was will-
ing to do business on the basis of
eight rupees less than the asking
price; the would-be seller would
knock off only 20 per cent. There re-
mained a differenee of seven rupees
between their terms, and the pachy•
derm failed to change owners.
Can you tell how much the native
was offered for his animal?-Ex-
change
Tao Slow for Her,
"Lk. you know what I've been think-
ing about for the last half hour!"
asked Mr. Dubson.
"I can't imagine," answered Miss
Peacher.
"I've been thinking about kissing
you ,, 
"Umple If I'm ever about to drown
I hope it will full to somebody else's
lot to throw me a life-preserver."
It All Depends.
Singleton-I want to ask you a ques-
tion, old chap.
Ne'ederly-7Well, come to it.
Singletoe-Does a woman always
mean what she says?
Wt.derly-Ttint depends oh circum-
stances. During courtship she doesn't.
-,-but after marriage you can tiet
she does.
Well Built
Is Built To Win—
but in building brain
and body, often the daily
diet lacks certain essen-
tial mineral elements.
These necessary fact-
ors are abundantly sup-
plied by the field grains,
but are lacking in many
foods— especially white
flour, from which they
iare thrown out n the
milling process to make
the flour white.
Grape-Nuts
made of whole wheat and
malted barley, supplies
all the rich nutriment of
the grains,including their
vital mineral salts, those
all-necessary builders of
active brains and vigor-
ous bodies.














Murray Furniture and Undertaking Co.
  Furniture, Staves, Caskets, Coffins, Robes, Etc: 
B. F. Schroader, Manager, Murray, Ky. - Both Phones.
Try us when in need of a Bedstead, either wood or _iron, Dresser, Mattress, Safe, Dining Ta-
ble, library Table, Davenport. Druggett, Rugs, Rocking Chair, Dining Chairs, Stoves, -Trunks,
- Ciassware, Qt,eensware Graniteware or anAing-for the-living room kitchen--or-clining room.
UNDERTAKING DEPARTMENT:
We do not want to take advantage of your emotional state of mind, but there is just as much
a business side to .this_question as there is' in_any other commodity. We think it just as much
rifght to look after your_savings in this line as in any other, so don't forget that we carry the finest
line of Caskets- and kindred Funeral Supplies that is to be had in Western Kentucky, and we aLe
not backward in quating-piices. In fact, we can see no reason for with-holding equotaiions in -this
line anymore than on a suit of furniture. Note the following prices:
We Will Sell Until Further Notice at the Following Prices:
No. 1 Coffin, our price $10.00, usually sold at $15.00.
No. 2 Coffin, our price $12.00, usually sold at $20.00.
No. 3 Coffin, our price $15.00, usually sold at $25.00.
No. 4 Coffin, our price $20,00 usually sold at $35.00.
0. 5foffiw,-ourprke--$75.00, usuatits—±Itar$4100.
No. 6 Coffin, our price $30.00, usually sold at $50.00.
No. 7 Coffin, our price $35.00, usually sold at $60.00.
No. 8 Coffin, our price $40.00, usually sold at $65.00.
No. 9 Coffin, our price $50.00, usually sold at $75.00.
Metatc Ciskets, our price $150.00, usually sold at $200,00.  -
BURIAL VAULTS AS LOW AS $30.00-
Don't Forget That We Have First Class Embalming Done.
_Now if. you wanted a casket that is usually sold for $50, why not come here and
buy it for $30 or $35, or one usually sold for $75 get it here for $50, 'and so on.
If you were going to buy a fine piece of furniture for one of your family would you go
to just one place and get what they might have on hand or wouki you get the best in




Why Not Get the BEST Casket, You Should, Don't You Think So?
_ 'TRY US AND SEE
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